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Jordan Discusses New Complexities Facing the
By Jerry Everard
On Tuesday of last, a group of
about 300 students and Tacomans
gathered at the UPS Fieldhouse to
hear Hamilton Jordan, former Chief
of Staff to President Carter and now
professor, speak on "The Lessons of
the Carter Years."
Mr. Jordan began his speech with
a plug for his book: Crisis: the Last Years
of the Carter Presidency. He explained
that since his book was doing so well
that if anyone would buy it he would
come to his home and read it to him
personally.
Mr. Jordan then proceeded into
his presentation and though it did
not follow specifically its billing, it
was a successful lecture. Jordan asked the audience about their optimism for their own future, the nation's future and the future of the
world. The audience became more
pessimistic as he proceeded; almost
everyone was optimistic about his
future, about 50 percent were optimistic about the nation's future
and only 10 percent about the
world's future.
This survey served Mr. Jordan's
purpose well as it strengthened the
focal point of his presentation, that
the major problem facing the U.S.
today is that its citizens are failing to
see and understand the world in
which we live.
Mr. Jordan explained that the
world has become so much more
complex and interdependent than
ever before. He stated, "World wide
problems a re America's
problems...America's problems are
related to the world situation."
Jordan accused Americans of failing to grasp the changes which have
occurred around the world and to
grasp the impact of these changes
on the U.S. world position. He
discussed the change in America's
position related to nuclear superiority, energy sufficiency, nuclear
capacity and absolute power.
Jordan then proceeded to drive
the point home further by creating a
scenario in which nuclear war may
Come about without the U.S. having
any power to control or halt it. He
calmed the audience by stating that,
"The President in Washington will
never press the button on his desk to
attempt first strike." He also stated
that the U.S.S.R. would never launch
a first strike, because both sides
know how ludicrous it would be.
but, he said. one can easily envision a situation in which a regional
conflict would escalate to nuclear
war. He cited the Middle East and
created a scenario where Israel
could back Khadafy into a corner •

using conventional means, and being desperate. Khadafv would
retaliate with his nuclear capability.
He then showed that Israel would
retaliate, then Khadafy would get
on the phone to the Kremlin and the
U.S.S.R would get involved, then the
U.S. would get involved and -WWIII.
Jordan stated that 15-20 countries
presently have nuclear weapons
with the ability to use them.
Jordan also tried to rally a sense
of optimism in the audience by
criticizing those Americans who exaggerate the U.S.'s weaknesses and
underscore our strengths. Jordan
claims that though the U.S. has lost
(in the past 30 years) its position in
terms of absolute strength in the
world, it has not lost it position in
respect to relative strength. He
demonstrated how in relative terms,
the U.S.S.R. is in a worse plight than
the U.S.
Some of the problems which Jordan sees facing the U.S. now include
the economy on the domestic front.
While he acknowledges the
decrease in inflation recently, Jordan discredits the Reagan administration with slowing it down.
Rather, he credits the slow down to
the deficit problems of present.
He also looked at the Democrats'
attempt to raise the standards of living for the inner city poor. Jordan
claimed that while they were good
intentioned attempts, he believes
one would be hard pressed to find
many people who would actually
say their standard of living has increased because of those measures.
Jordan went on to entrench the
idea that these problems could be
worked out by hard work, sacrifice
and peaceful means. He stated that
the U.S.S.R.'s problems could not.
Therefore, he believes, the U.S.'s
relative strength is still there.
Jordan concluded his speech and
attempt at driving home his main
point — that the U.S. has to become
more aware of the complex, interdependent situation of today's
world — with a reference to the
Carter administration's "Global 2000
Report." He quoted some statistics
from that report: that world population would rise (in the next 20 years)
from 4 billion to 6.5 billion; that the

the poor will widen; and that the
quality of life for the average citizen
will decrease. The most frightening
conclusion which Jordan discussed
from the 2000 report was that as
competition for the scarcer
resources rises, so will the probability of nuclear war.
Jordan called on the audience to
become more aware of the world in
which we live. There is no us and
them; we must have a we (global)
mentality if the U.S. is going to be
able to face the next twenty years
with success.
The lecture was followed by
almost an hour and a half interaction in which over 20 people asked
very informative and provocative
questions. Some of the more interesting answers included Jordan's
view of Reagan not as a mean or
callous man but of a man who has
misperceptions of the world. He sees
Reagan as a man who does not face
the problem which he confronted in
his lecture, but rather as a man who
has a picture of the world as it was
30 years ago. He sees Reagan as an
ideologue but also praised his
pragmatism politically. He telt
Reagan's ability to compromise was
one of his best traits.
Jordan also stated his belief that
Reagan will be tough to defeat in
1984 and that the Democrats must
find a centrist candidate if they hope
to win. He also cautioned against
America's fickleness in wanting its
problems solved too quickly and its

tendency to judge presidents too

quickly. He cautioned against a
trend which would see a succession
of one term presidents.
Several questions were raised
about the hostage crisis and Jordan
credited it along with the recession
as the two main factors (the Kennedy splitting of the Party was also
important he said) for Carter's loss in
1980. He also exclaimed that some
good came out of it. He stated that it
showed tremendous patience on the
part of Americans, it showed the
world we really did strive for
peaceful resolutions to conflicts and
it united us as a people for the first
time since WWII. Jordan referred to
the hostage crisis as one of those
situations in which it was the right
thing to do; it was good policy but
bad politics.
This statement . was given much
credibility when Mrs Col. Schaefer
wite of the senior officer held
hostage in Iran got up to the questioning podium and thanked Mr. Jordan and his former boss for doing
the right thing and getting her husband out of Iran safely.
The Jordan lecture went off well.
Dan Cummings deserves congratulations and those people who worked
with him. This reporter was impressed, as was Mr. Jordan I believe, with
the quality of participation which
the audience produced. For those of
you who missed the lecture, - what
can I say?

amount of people that one hectare
land will be expected to support will

almost double; that an energy crisis
is imminent; that forest lands will be
reduced by 40 percent (as people
turn to wood as an energy source);
necessitating an increase of 300
percent in the world's water supply;
that the gap between the rich and

Hamilton Jordan meets with Co .
and Mrs. Schaefer

by Jeff Castellino
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Being Optimistic is Sometimes Difficult
By M. Scott Hamilton
It's really difficult to be an optimist these days, considering the
fact that all the world's problems are
constantly forcing their way into our
daily lives from all directions. Most
people, however, can at least maintain a feeling of cautious optimism,
by rejoicing in their successful dealings with friends, family and others.
Heck, I'm pretty much the same
way- most of the time. I'm definitely
an optimist. After all, I expect to
graduate this Spring, with the aid of
some understanding professors—and
vhat's more optimistic than that?
Unfortunately, once in a great
while something happens that just
destroys one's faith in humankind
and the rest of the world in general.
Yes, I am talking about running out
of gas while driving one's car. Not
just running out of gas on a sunny
day in August, going down hill
toward a "service" station, but running out of gas right in front of an
abandoned station, in the pouring rain
of January in nowhere else but
Tacoma, Washington. It happened
to me.
Anyone else would probably have
become very frustrated when finding him/herself in such a predicament. Not me. I said to myself, "Stay
calm, restart the engine on a
downhill section of the parking lot
there, and I know there is a gas station over that next hill, we'll make it

tilt

easily." We didn't. Between the
weight of my girlfriend, the mud on
my car, its bald tires, the slick roads
and the fact that it was rush hour, I
didn't have a prayer. Yep, I ran out
right in the middle of a busy arterial,
in the left lane, with a growing trail
of irate commuters building up
behind my car, all undoubtedly
swearing oaths that could never be
printed here.
How did I get out of this, you ask?
Well, it's simple. Since my emergency brake was not working, and I had
no emergency flashers on my state
of the art (ha ha) automobile, I waved people by with my arm and proceeded to roll backwards out of traffic into an alley. As my girlfiriend hid
her face from anyone who might
recognize her, she continuously
flashed me assorted dirty looks,
while questioning aloud why and/or
how she had picked such a loser.
Once I got out of traffic, still
calm, I realized that I had a problem. A big problem. I was six blocks
away from the nearest gas station,
dressed in my finest clothes, with a
fuming female seated next to me. It
was raining, and getting darker by
the minute. I began to push the car
the six blocks, trying to ignore the
looks and honking horns of contemptful passersby.
It was easy at first—pushing a car
downhill usually is. After about
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three blocks however, the hill was
not going my way and it wasn't so
easy anymore. After four blocks of
pushing, I was no longer calm. By
this time my girlfriend was looking
for the nearest bus stop. After five
blocks, my legs were shot, along
with my brand new shoes. Realizing
that going any further might seriously damage my body as well as my
future with the girl sitting next to
me, I pushed the car around the next
corner into a residential area from
which I hoped I could roll the car into the gas station one block away. It
was a dead end.
It was still raining, and now it was
dark. So was my girlfriend's face,
somewhere between blue and purple. I quickly ventured out into the
elements in search of the proverbial
"gas can" to refill my car. After
walking the two and one half roundabout blocks to the gas station that
used to be one block away, I
discovered that my clothes were
sopping wet. I also discovered that
this "service" station "served"
cheeseburgers, sodas and hot dogs,
and carried in stock nearly
everything from deodorant to moist
and meaty dog food. I also
discovered that they hadn't a single
gas can on the premises. No matter
that they carried ten different kinds
of gasoline and five kinds of burgersthey didn't have a gas can.
At this point I was edging toward
outright despair. "But wait!", I said
to myself, "there's another gas station four more blocks down the
street — I'll go there."
Four more blocks of cold, pouring
rain and slowly disintegrating
clothing brought me my answer — no
gas can here, "we're real sorry." I
was about ready to cry. I began to
ponder the possibilities of hurling
my body into the face of the oncoming traffic to end it all, but I resolved
to give it "one more college try."
Ten blocks back in the other direction was a full service gas station. (I
remembered that such places still
do exist, though their days are probably numbered.) By now I was
resigned to the fact that I was experiencing the ultimate optimism
breakdown of a lifetime. I hated
everyone, and my girlfriend had probably already left with some guy in a
Porsche anyway. I decided it
couldn't get any worse.

I ran the ten wet, cold, miserable,
lousy, shoe-and-body-thrashing
blocks to the full service gas station.
"Yes", they did have a gas can and
would be glad to loan it to me for a
small deposit—namely my driver's
license. I paid a dollar for the actual
fuel, and, deciding to take my
chances on driving without a license
the ten blocks back to the gas station from where my car had stalled, I
ran back to my faithful vehicle and
hopefully faithful companion. The
car was there when I arrived, of
course. Amazingly, so was my
girlfriend.
My ordeal had finally ended.
(Total blocks walked in pouring rain:
36; distance: three miles. Total time:
about an hour and a half since I first
ran out of gas.) I had the precious
fuel with which I would bring my
dead auto back to life. After a bit of
tinkering around with the carburetor, the car started up and we
were on our way once more to our
destination. My clothes were tattered and wet, my shoes were sodden lumps of leather, yet my faith in
humanity had been partially
restored. I knew there was a lesson
to be learned from this experience,
but I didn't want to think about it. I
decided to concentrate on friendlier
subjects than the ordeal I had just
faced, such as going home, changing
into nice dry, warm clothes and
relaxing with a bottle or ten of my
favorite malt beverage.
I guess one could say that
everything, including optimism, has
its price, as I certainly paid the price
for running out of gas. I definitely do
not believe that self-service only,
computerized gas stations are worth
a (insert a four letter word of your
choice)!
I still believe in the goodness of
some people out there, though days
like I faced make such a belief a bit
difficult to maintain. What the heck,
I've got my life, my health, my
girlfriend is speaking to me again,
and I've almost got my degree from
this prestigious institution--what
more could one ask for, right? On
second thought, let's get into that
question some other time.
Next week: My starter burns out
and my battery blows up on my
birthday.
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It is surely a truism for most of us
that the primary reason people attend college is to enhance their
education. For most of us, yes; but
not for Dr. Jesse N. Stone Jr., president of Southern University in Baton
Rouge, LA.
Dr. Stone is one of several heads
of black colleges threatening to
leave the National Colllegiate
Athletic Association and the
American Council on Education
because of anew rule enacted by

the N.C.A.A. and supported by the
A.C.E., requiring college athletes to
meet minimum standards on college
entrance exams and CPA's. The requirements are by no means stringent; students will be required to
score a minimum of 700 on SAT's,
and maintain a 2.0 GPA. And
although these standards apply to
all students participating in
athletics, Dr. Stone and others have
chosen to define this issue in terms
of (cont. on page 4)
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THE ICONOCLAST
By Jon Blitz
There is no lowlier form of life on
this planet than a bureaucrat;
therefore, it's only natural that it is
these very same bureaucrats that
run the show. It's no secret, but we
all hate to admit the fact. It's a sad
state of affairs, of that there is no
doubt. Why even at this little
privately funded institution of ours
we can't avoid the bureaucrat's pervasiveness.
Now I honestly believe that
bureaucrats are as low on the life
scale as one can go, but I'm not gonna leave it at that. I'm prepared to
back up that statement with my own
twisted logic. We all know that
animals merely attempt to exist, i.e.,
survive. That's all there is, we can't
make any value judgments on this,
they just do what they can. People
on the other hand do not have to
face up to the day to day survival
tests that animals must. We have
evolved to a "higher" state by virtue
of our minds. With our minds we can
make value judgments concerning
individual actions, social systems,
etc. We usually make these
judgments with respect to the
"humanity" of the act we are
scrutinizing. We are constantly making these judgments and whether our
judgments or actions are "good" or
"bad", we are using our minds. That
is the point. I contend that "humanity" is nothing more than the act of
using our minds to reason and judge.
I believe the bureaucrat has given
up his "humanity" because these
people have foregone their prerequisites as humans to reason. Not
that they don't have the capability, I
think that some bureaucrats are extremely intelligent, but I will get to
that. What I am trying to say is that
bureaucrats are the lowliest form of
life because they have the choice of
using their minds or not, and they
choose not.
I have reason to believe that
bureaucrats are mindless, I will try
to back that statement up with more
faulty logic. What a bureaucrat
does, his life's ambition, is to uphold
"the system." That is the essence of
a bureaucrat, but there is more. A
bureaucrat will uphold the system,
or his little portion of it, to the letter.
Never mind that the system may not
make sense, may not apply to a particular situation, the system WILL
BE UPHELD. We've all had to deal
with these people, you can't reason
with them. They are the lowliest of
all forms.
But bureaucrats are the lowliest
of all forms for yet another reason;
they are ambitious. I was talking to a
new-found acquaintance at the end
of last semester when he said that
the prerequisite for being a
bureaucrat is an IQ below 60. That's
not true, bureaucrats have what they
are after, power. But they are willing
to sell their minds for power as

NEED TYPING?
Professional secretary. 10 yrs. experience, excellent typing/editing
skills. Resumes, papers, manuscripts.
$1.00-3.00 per page. Call Sandy
Cope at 581-4820. 8124 D.
Bridgeport

mindless beings. They ARE the
lowliest of all forms.
With this rather long winded
background information, it is time to
move on to the business at hand. Fall
semester was my last as a student
here, and as such it was the last time
I had to pay tuition. At this time I
was under the impression that I was
paying for Winterim as well, so I had
a good time deciding what course to
take over Winterim since it didn't
matter one iota what that course
would be. I went to Winterim
registration and I was told that I had
only paid for one-half of Winterim
and they expected another $350 if I
wanted to enroll in the class. I said I
would rather not, but I would take
the $350 I had already paid for
Winterim back. At this point I got
the old bureaucratic runaround that
even this little place is well equipped to handle, which is the point of
this whole column.
In a previous article I said, in effect, that I am satisfied with the
education I have received here at
UPS. I said that not only was I very
happy with the academic training I
have received here, but also happy
with the "education for a lifetime"
that Dr. Phibbs seems intent on providing for us. I was referring to the
Honors Program and Friday Society
and how the administraion and
many faculty are intent on teaching
us about politics, favoritism,
pseudo-intellectualism, and very
unique college experience (for which
I felt more than a little heat). But
now I realize I had merely scratched
the surface of what Dr. Phibbs and
cohorts have really done. Modest as
they must be not to have brought up
these points, I am sorry I hadn't
done it earlier. But how was I to
know? No, I hadn't realized to what
extent they had gone for our benefit.
Why they have even gone as far as to
sacrifice their own professed morals
for OUR BENEFIT! I can only shake
my head and marvel at the thought
of Dr. Phibbs, Dean Bell, and others
who have gone to such lengths to insure that we will be ready for life in
the real world out there. They have
loaded Jones Hall with as fine an
ensemble of bureaucrats as can be
found at such a small institution,
and for our benefit. I believe that
these people deserve a round of applause. The opportunities I have had
to deal with these people have been
extremely enlightening. And since
they were aware that I had dealt
with the Jones Hall crew very little,
they held back $350 to force me to
deal with them. They didn't want to
see me leave with what they deemed
to be an inferior education. They
held back my money, then put me
through a bureaucratic runaround to
make me feel powerless! How ingenious! How thoughtful! All I can
do is give a big hearty thanks.

LOOKING FOR
SEMESTER WORK?
Part-time phone solicitors wanted.
Salary plus commission.
Call Jackie at 627-1602
Between 9a.m.-4p.m.

GRAD SHOWS WORK
Works by UPS graduate student,
Lalada Silva Dalglish, will be among
the pieces shown at an exhibit of
"Latin American Women Artist", a
traveling show that will be at Gallery
4 at Evergreen State College, from
January 15 to February 13, 1983.
Lalada is Brazilian and recently
earned her M.F.A. in Ceramics for
the University of Puget Sound on a
graduate fellowship from Brazil.
Her work, she says, reflects her
roots in her culture. She has tried to
use primitive forms and techniques
in an effort to convey as authentically as possible tradition Brazilian
motifs. Her work is mostly done using primitive techniques of construction and it is fired on a low fire
technique using basically salt ant
seaweed for coloration.
Her vases, she says, are not meant
to be utilitarian. Rather they are conceived of as pieces intended to be

used in ritualistic ways - as
ceremonial vessels, for example, for
candles or incense, or for carrying
rose petals in a religious procession.
Her shrines are evocative of
shrines found in Brazilian churches
or of macumba shrines found in people's homes or under trees in fields
or near pathways where people
walk.
Lalada grew up on a farm in central Brazil, and lived in small towns
most of her life before beginning her
university studies in Brasilia, the new
inland capital of her country.
She holds a bachelor's degree in
psychology and did graduate work
in that field at Centro Universitario
de Brasilia before coming to the
United States in 1977. She earned a
second B.A. (in art) at Evergreen
State College in Olympia and has
her M.F.A. in ceramics from the
University of Puget Sound.

Phibbs Presents Service Awards
450 years of service to Puget
Sound: Fifty-four staff members
completed five, ten, fifteen, twenty,
and twenty-five years of serivce to
the University in 1982. Many of
these persons were present to be
honored for their contributions at
the 9th Annual Staff Recognition
Party which was held on December
22, 1982. Individuals with five years
of service were called by Tom Davis,
Academic Dean, to receive certificates of recognition from Donna
Reagan, Staff Senate Chair. Persons
with ten and fifteen years of service
received awards from their department heads. Philip Phibbs, President,
presented awards to two employees
who celebrated their twentieth and
twenty-fifth anniversaries of employment with UPS in 1982.

25 Year Service Award
Anita Baisinger, School of Business
and Public Administration.

20 Year Service Award
Lucy Hill, Print Shop
Ellsworth (Pete) Paulsen, Physical
Plant Department.
15 Year Service Award
Beverly Blanchfield, Food Services
Marian Frank, Food Services
Bertha Versolenko, Food Services
William Mackfay, Physical Plant
Department
Patricia Patjens, Library
Joan Johnson, School of Business
and Public Administration
10 Year Service Award
Wanda Anderson, Food Services
Anne Balmer, Physical Plant Department
Harry Douglas, Physical Plant
Department
Gardner Mayo, Physical Plant
Department
Beverly Turnbow, Physical Plant
Department
Louise Bundy, Communications and
Theatre Arts
Gertrude Lee, Biology
Violet Pentecost, Telephone Services
Deanna Thompson, Financial Aid

Kay Trent, Registrar
George Mills, Admissions
Ann Jacobsen, Academic Dean
Shirely Bushnell, University Relations
5 Year Service Award
Linda Cornman, Bookstore
Willie Kennedy, Physical Plant
Department
William Maloney, Physical Plant
Department
Michael Hottott, Chemistry Department
Jayne Ryan, Office of the Controller
John Giles, Physical Plant Department
Mary Starbard, University Relations
Donna Dabney, Aerospace Studies
Steven Thorndill, Financial Aid
Mary Watts, Bookstore, Mail Services and Telephone Communications
Gary Vandegrift, Bookstore
Gertrud Jacka, Physical Plant
Department
Dick Corbin, Physical Plant Department
James Davis, Chaplain's Office
Rosa Beth Gibson, Personnel Department
Napoleon Williams, Physical Plant
Department
Betty Perry, Computer Services
Nancy Jewart, Physical Plant
Department
Valerie Youngs, School of Law
Gregory Brewis, President's Office
Shirley Lonergan, Physical Plant
Department
Marjorie Kordell, President's Office
Elizabeth Burk, Library
James Peterson, Computer Services
Shirley Cox, Food Serivces
Carolyn Washburn, Academic Dean
Mary Beth Baker, Library
William Brumbaugh, Physical Plant
Department
Allen Cottler, Library
MSgt Richard Kain, Aerospace
Studies
TSgt Gary Tremblay, Aerospace
Studies
MSgt Leilani Lucrisia, Aerospace
Studies
ado..almaak0 AVaA i4L12.21
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I Was DOA on a "Normal" Day
By Jeff Castellino
The day I died was a normal day. I
can still marvel at how bright the sun
shown down upon our town. But
how I wish I had listened to Danny,
my friend when he told me not to
drive home. I should have listened to
him.
The day, my day, my last day,
started out with two fried eggs which
I quickly scrambled in my plate and
let bleed into my toast. I drank down
my orange juice and with only saying bye to my Mom, I wiped my eggsplattered face with my jacket
sleeve and was off.
I was free. Far out!! I lied to Mom
and told her I was at Dan's house
and would probably spend the night.
I wished I never lied to Mom and
Dad, you know?
That afternoon was fun. I mean, it
was great. I picked up Suzi. You
know Suzi, don't you? I think you've
met her before. Anyway, I picked her
up and drove her to Dan's place
where we opened up a few beers and
started drinking. Dan's parents were
up in San Francisco at an apartment
complex that they owned and
wouldn't be back until tomorrow at
about 4:30 pm.
At about 5:30, I went on a beer run
with Dan. It was cool because he
had fake I.D. which made him 21.
I wasn't quite sure at first if the
quantity of beer we bought would
be enough, but Dan said it would do.
He said that he had a copy made of
the liquor cabinet key last weekencj
when his dad was playing tennis with
Mr. Logan. I wish his dad hadn't
forgotten his keys...
It doesn't really matter what happened after the beer run. There's
nothing that can be done now,
anyway.
I remember getting real involved
with Suzi on Dan's couch and telling
her that it would be better if we went
to my place. Why didn't I remember
that I had told my parents that I
would be at Dan's house? If I had
remembered, this might not ever
have happened.
The last thing I remembered was
going too fast and being reckless.
Suzi told me to slow down, but I
didn't listen and went faster. I
should have listened to her. A '65
Mustang with white walls was in
front of me and going too slow...or
so I thought.
No way buddy, get outta my way!
Come on jerk. Move it. The next
thing I remembered was hearing a
deafening crash and seeing huge
cold chunks of steel flying effortlessly through the air. And glass made its
way across t he dark
pavement...Then there was darkness.
When I awoke, I saw people crying and running around. There was
glass everywhere and lots of cars
around. Funny that I couldn't hear
anything.
I tried to get up but couldn't.
Maybe it was better that I didn't. A
doctor came over to me with a
policeman and their faces cringed
quickly. Hey, is something wrong?
Maybe you're looking at the person
beside me. Yeah, that's it.
Then the doctor knelt down and
lay a sheet over me. Hey, wait a

minute, I can't be dead. t have to go
to school tomorrow and do all the
things that an 18 year old boy does.
I'm not even 20 so I can't be dead.
Please don't let me die.
The morgue was a scary experience for me. I don't think I have
ever seen Dad or Mom so
devastated as that day when they
had to identify me. Why did they
have to see me? I had a big hole in
the side of my head and I looked
awful. And on my toe, there was a
tag stating my name and junk like
that. Please somebody, wake me up
and get me out of this living
nightmare. Get me out of here!!!
Come on, I'm waiting for my alarm
clock to go off so I can get up and go
to school. God, you can't let me die.
Not now, anyway.
The funeral was a weird experience. All my friends were there
and I saw Dan talking to Mom and

telling her how sorry he felt for both
my parents and Suzi's. Oh my god,
what happened to Suzi? Is she all
right? Don't let anything happen to
her God...Please? My grandparents
were like statues and seemed incoherent. Lots of my girlfriends
came up to me and held my hand
and started crying. Don't cry, it's all
right. It's just a joke. Watch, someone will come over here and wake
me up any minute now. Dan, come
over here. Dan, come over here. Hey
Dan, can't you hear me? My brother
came up and for the first time in 6
years, I saw him cry. Rob, don't cry,
it's right. I won't ever lie to you
either, Mom and Dad.
Hey wait, don't put me in a box. I
can't be dead. I've got a full life to
lead. I have to have fun and get married. God help me and help me
fast...please? I'm scared.

Dad, come over and hit me. Rob,
tap my shoulder and wake me up
and get me out of this box. Please
somebody wake me up...I can't be
dead.
Wait, don't cover me with dirt.
You don't understand. Dan, help me.
Where's Suzi? Is she all right? Why
haven't I seen her yet? Wait, I can't
breathe. It's getting dark.
Oh God, please let me live. This
isn't funny anymore. Give me one
more chance to live. I swear that I'll
never do anything bad again. I won't
even get drunk and then drive.
Quick, God, I'm suffocating. Will
anyone help me? I can't breathe! It's
getting dark...
The sun went down beyond the
mountains just as it had the night
before. Only this time it was different. This time there was no
sunset.

NCAA Rule 48 Examined
(cont. from page 2)
Addressing the issue colloquially
(if not eloquently) Dr. Stone has said,
"The black athlete has been too
good...the end result is, we (have) to
tell our youngsters, 'Let the white
boy win once in a while.' This has set
the black athlete back 25 or 30
years."
I would like to suggest to Dr.
Stone that it has advanced the black
student, as opposed to athlete, by at
least twice as much. The progress
that blacks have made in this country in the last 30 years has been due
to increased educational opportunities. If the black man is to gain
true equality, it will be in the
classroom, not on the playing field,
where blacks merely dance to the

tune of the white piper. It is a newer
tune, yes; it is even lucrative for
those who make it. But it is essentially the same game.
Does Dr. Stone, in raising such a
ruckus over the so-called 'harm' this
ruling will do to blacks, mean to imply that blacks are somehow unfit to
compete with whites in an academic
environment? That is a patently
racist concept.
Joe Paterno, football coach at
Penn. State, said it best when he addressed Dr. Stone and others at the
N.C.A.A. convention recently,
before the adoption of the minimum
standards rule:
"I have 33 years experience at an
institution that is predominantly

white, but I have had the privilege of
working with many great black
players. I'm really suprised to see
black leaders here and sending their
black students down the river, selling them short. We have raped them.
For years we have told boys who
could bounce balls and catch
touchdown passes that it was an end
unto itself. We have raped them. We
cannot afford to do it to another
generation."
Dr. Stone's remarks are an insult
to the black community, and to
athletes everywhere, and withdrawing his institution from the N.C.A.A.
and A.C.E. would be a disservice to
the very students he has been entrusted to serve.
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By Steve Campion

The end of Winterim is approaching and students will be
writing term papers within the week.
To help readers be alert and ready to
tackle those papers with confidence
and sober minds, I present to you an
easy-to-follow schedule for last
minute papers:
If your paper is due Monday, undoubtedly you will want to relax Friday after class so that you will feel
rested for the weekend. Spend a
nice, quiet evening in your room, in
the library, or at a party.
If you went to the library or
stayed in your room you will wake
up Saturday morning at 8:00. As a
rule, when you need to do indoor
work, the outdoors look more tempting. Ma Nature smothers you with
sun, and usually after three months
of steady rain. "What the heck?" you
ask, realizing you still have until
Monday to write the paper. You and
your roommate drive off to Point
Defiance or Mount Rainier or North
Carolina. You blow an entire day.
Sunday morning. After you wake,
eat breakfast and read the comics,
the day is half over and you tell
yourself to get to work.
12:45. Convince yourself to work,
work, work.
1:00. Roommate turns on football
game. You figure you have time to
watch a play or two.
1:35. First quarter ends. Good
game.
2:00. Tell yourself you will
definitely, without a doubt, by all
means, get started on your paper at
halftime.
2:00. Halftime.
2:31. Friends from another dorm
come to visit.
3:00. Friends leave.
3:01. Third quarter begins. Close
game.
4:15 Realize it is getting late. Must
do some work.

4:20. Game is tied with 15 seconds
to play.
5:00. Game over. Sit at desk with
eight textbooks and seven inches
worth of notes. Try to remember
what your topic was going to be.
5:10. Roommate reminds you of
topic. He also reminds you of dinner.
You tell him you are skipping dinner
tonight.
5:12. Realize you cannot work on
an empty stomach.
6:00. Write outline.
6:02. Read over outline. Ask
yourself if it is the outline of an "A"
paper.
6:03. Rewrite outline.
6:05. Begin rough draft.
8:00. Finish rough draft.
8:01. Read rough draft. Find that
all but two sentences are fragments
or have grammatical errors. Total
words - 1632. Misspellings - 518.
8:10. Begin rewrite, repeating to
yourself, "Why did I wait until the
last minute?"
9:00. You seem proud of your
work. Ask roommate to read over
paper. Ask him if he thinks it is worthy of an "A." Roommate says
nothing, only chuckles. Write note
reminding you to change roommates
next fall.
9:30. Begin typing final copy.
9:45. tic, tic, tic tac, tic,...
10:30. Paper finished except for
End Notes and Title Page.
10:35. Notice End Note 17 has no
source.
1:55. Still looking for End Note 17
4:22. Decide End Note 17 is missing. Erase it from page, hoping prof
will not notice.
4:30. Type title page to finish all
work on paper.
4:31. Misspell your name.
4:35. You are finished with paper.
Decide to rest before paper is due at
10:00 am. Set clock for 8:30.
1:00. Roommate wakes you up.

CURRANT FITNESS PLUS
percent Discount
for all UPS Students!
20

Questar Water Machines
Co-ed Aerobic Dancing
Heart Mate Aerobic Bikes
Free Weights
Jacuzzi
Steve Curran Karate

155108 6th Ave.

759-42621

Dear Editor,
Tonight the UPS men's basketball
team played in Anchorage, Alaska.
Being that I took Winterim off and
am spending in at my home here in
Anchorage, I was able to see them
play. Hence the reason for this letter
because I was extremely impressed.
Although UPS lost by only two
points, 78-76, the team should be
commended for their admirable efforts. At one point in the game, being 12 under, the team showed skill
and cooperation in playing the
game. Their plays and strategies
were far more skillfull in idea and execution than the UAA Seawolves.
With less than two minutes left in
the game, they showed one play,
To the Editor,
As a point of clarification, I'd like
to remind students about the restrictions and etiquette applied to allcampus get-togethers along Greek
row. All parties are subject to the
University's Alcohol Policy. The
main points of the policy are as
follows. First, the house must obtain
approval from the Dean of Students.
Second, no alcohol is allowed outside. Third, absolutely no sale of
alcoholic beverages at the party
.

keeping the ball in UPS hands till the
last feasible moment, masterfully
delivered and almost successful in
its attempt. Then in overtime, with
one second left and two points
behind, the team made one last
ditch effort that unfortunately did
not succeed but filled me with pride
for their attempt then and all
through the game.
Again, congratulations to the entire team and its coaches, Don Zech
and Dave Lindstrom for a great
game and great feeling! Bravo Loggers!
Sincerely,
Linnea Knutson
Donations and contributions
however are fine and are highly
recommended. The last point I
would like to stress is party courtesty. Remember that you are a guest in
their house, so please respect the
members and their property.
All-campus parties are a great way
for students to meet members of a
house; just remember to follow the
rules and use common sense
Sincerely,
Scott Rich
IFC Social Chairman
.

Campus Parties: The End to the Loneliness Blues
By Tom Sarris
Are you lonely? Do you lack companionship? Does Intro to Nuclear
Physics 101 have you depressed?
Well, fortunately for you, the solution to these questions and more can
be found at an all campus party near
you! Such events are known to inject
excitement and cure the boredom
that so often can characterize one's
Winterim. This past weekend there
happened to be two such events,
one of which will be reviewed.
On Friday night I ventured to a
quaint, little, out of the way fraternity house to find out what all the
commotion was about. It was the
kind of night that one would just as
soon curl up in front of a warm fire
rather than battle with the hustlebustle of the masses jockeying for
position in the beer line. Undaunted,
I went ahead and found myself
entering what would be the first all
campus party of the winter season.
Upon arrival one is usually besieged for donations which are, as rumor
would have it, supposed to be for
the next keg of beer. Sometimes I
wonder if someone, after four years
of "passing the hat," could accumulate enough money to afford a
small sports car if he kept all the
donations. This time I was fortunate
enough to side-step the donation
because I knew the doorman and he
let me in for free.
As I stepped through the door my
senses were immediately aroused. I
was overcome by the loud music,
smell of beer, and sheer number of
people who were pushing their way
downstairs towards the beer. On the

way down I was struck by the
number of faces I didn't recognize.
After what seemed like an hour I
finally made it to the keg which was
surrounded on all sides by a sea of
humanity. Rather than wait in line
until I graduated, I looked around
the room and spotted some friends. I
made my way over to them and we
conversed by shouting into each
others ears at a distance of about
five inches apart. As we talked my
eyes searched the crowded room
with curiosity and they rested upon
a couple who were obviously taking
some sort of first-aid class and were
practicing mouth to mouth resuscita
tion.
Deciding I'd seen enough I went
upstairs and found a partner to
dance with. The music was good,
though it was a bit loud and I kept
stepping on peoples' feet. After two
dances we walked off to the side of
the room and began to talk. Three
sentences after we began she quickly sprinted off murmuring something
about her boyfriend. This, I decided,
was my cue to leave as I have always
treasured the fact that I haven't had
any bones broken. So with my ears
hurting, my voice hoarse, and my
ego shattered, I made my way home
to a world completely different than
the one I had just been in.
Was it fun? Yes, and I will probably do it again next weekend. All
campus parties are definitely not for
the weak or the aged, but if you
crave crowds, lust and fast times,
they are the best bet for you.
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Visiting Professor Questions Creationism's Methods
By Jeri Hurd
Wednesday night in Kilworth
Chapel Dr. Philip Kitcher, associate
professor of philosophy at the
University of Vermont, presented a
rousing defense of scientific integrity. This lecture, "Exploiting
Tolerance: How Creationists Make
Their Case" was an insightful look
into the methods Creationists use to
disseminate their doctrine into the
public mind.
"I quarrel only with those who
pretend there is scientific evidence
to favor the Genesis story
understood literally, who masquerade religious doctrines as scientific explanations and who try to persuade their fellow citizens to make
religious teaching a part of education in science." Kitcher, who was an
Associate in Zoology at Harvard,
working in evolutional biology, continued by pointing out the goals and
methodology of the Creationist
movement.
He claims the goal of the movement is to change high school curriculum through state law and/or
local pressure tactics. "The Creationists have urged supporters to
draw up lists of teachers and administrators unsupportive to dropping the teaching of evolution." He
went on to discuss the ways in which
Creationists refute the evolutionary
theory, what Kitcher calls "The Four
Ways."
First, he says, Creationists say
belief in evolution is an enemy of
religion and morality, causing the
believer to lead sexually promisriJous lives and indulge in liquor,
dru, ., etc. They mix their arguments
together to baffle otherwise intelligent people, beginning and ending their argument with religion
and morality, while their support is

given between these. "If they can
convince people that evolution is at
the root of immorality, people will
want to believe the evidence."
However, Kitcher argued, many
devout theologians have felt the two
views can be reconciled. The problem lies in interpreting the first
chapter of Genesis literally, a book
already being questioned before
Darwin." He further said the Bible
was intended to be a religious and
moral tract, not a scientific one ,.
"If evolution is used to justify promiscuity or war it is as much a
misapplication of its tenets as the Inquistion or the Salem witch trials
were a misuse of Christianity."
The second point of the Creationist make is that there are two
sides to the question of man's origin
and that evolutionists are not being
tolerant in refusing to admit the
possible validity of the Creationist
view. Kitcher emphatically
disagrees. "One treats equally ideas
of equal merit. You don't have to
listen to every idea in existence to be
tolerant." This is not an issue with
two sides he feels, because Creationists lack sufficient evidence to
support their theory.
Thirdly, the Creationists say
evolution is methodologically flawed and it is no more scientific that
Creationism. He laughingly stated
their main point was that no one was
around to see and record the
development, while scientific theory
(they say) demands absolute proof.
"But evolution is as good a piece of
science as we've ever had. No one
has actually seen an electron or a
black hole. However, the past does
leave traces in the present. When I
enter the kitchen, see an empty jar
and my son on the floor with cookie

Kirkpatrick to Commemorate Law School
AmJeane Kirkpatrick, U.S
bassador to the United Nations, will
speak February 18 at the Pantages
Theatre in Tacoma. The Ambassador's 8 p.m. invitation-only address is among events commemorating the University of Puget
Sound Law School's 10th anniversary.
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Member of writers guild, wrote
award winning short subject; getting
his career aloft. Writes in several
genres. Looking for live-in secretary.
Unique opportunity for an artistic
honorable person to participate in projects and future earnings of promising
writer. Provide typing skills and contribute to household expenses in exchange for room and board in a
beautiful Gig Harbor home with
view. Live in an artistic environment
with our family. For further infor-
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The widely published political
scientist caught President Reagan's
eye in 1980 when the president read
Kirkpatrick's Commentarymagazine
article, "Dictatorships and Double
Standards." Admiring Kirkpatrick's
tough stance on foreign policy affairs, President Reagan appointed
her to the top U.N. post.
Prior to her U.N. appointment,
Kirkpatrick was Leavey University
Professor at Georgetown University
and a Resident Scholar at the
American Enterprise Institute for
Public Policy Research.
A longtime Democrat, Kirkpatrick
served as Vice Chairman of the
Coalition for a Democratic Majority
and was a member of the credentials
committee at the 1976 Democratic
National Convention.
Her published works include Dic-

tatorship and Double Standards: Rationalism and Reason in Politics, The
New Presidential Elite, Political
Woman and Dismantling the Parties:
Reflections on Party Reform and Party Decomposition.
A noted academic, Kirkpatrick
has received numerous honorary
degrees and grants.
She received undergraduate
degrees from Stephens College and

crumbs all around his mouth, I don't
say, 'No, I didn't see it. I don't have
conclusive proof."'
Finally, they say there are conflicts between evolution and
established bits of scientific fact;
mainly, gaps in the fossil records and
incompatibility of the Second Law
of Thermodynamics. Again, Kitcher
disagrees. "Fossilization must have
highly specific conditions to occur
and some organisms don't fossilize
well. The gaps are in the right places;
there are poor records for those
animals which don't fossilize (as proven through laboratory experiments)
and good records of those which
do."
The Creationists say that, according to evolution, order increases

and becomes more complex, but according to the 2nd Law of Thermodynamics, which says that within
a closed system energy decays, the
universe is slowing down, and decaying. However, Kitcher says, evolution is not a closed system.
Organisms exchange energy with
their environments, thus
regenerating.
While Kitcher's view was rather
biased and occasionally loaded, his
lecture was definitely interesting,
providing a scientific rebuttal to
what he feels are the overrated
arguments of the Creationists. His
book Abusing Science: The Case Against
Creationism is available in the UPS
Bookstore.

Associate Professor of Philosophy Philip Kitcher
Barnard College and master's and
doctorate degrees in political
science from Columbia University.
The UPS Law School has achieved
wide acclaim since it was established in 1972, with a more than 90 percent placement rate of graduates.
Since the fall of 1980, it has been in
its permanent home in the
downtown Norton Clapp Law
Center.
Approximately 1,900 persons had
received la w degrees as of last

December. Nationally, UPS law
graduates boast a nearly 90 percent
passage rate on the bar exam and
have been admitted to practice in 44
states and the District of Columbia.
Among alumni who have secured
noteworthy positions are Stephen
McAlpine, recently elected Lt.
Governor for the state of Alaska,
and Gay Gellhorn, newly appointed
clerk for U.S. Supreme Court Justice
Thurgood Marshall.

King Presents Wildlife Film
Naturalist Allen J. King will present his film, "Romance of the
West," examining the effect of
wildlife on development in this vast
region, at PLU's Chris Knutzen Hall
on Park Avenue at South 122nd, on
Tuesday, January 25, at 7:30.
The screening is part of the
Audubon Wildlife Film Series, sponsored by Tahoma Audubon Society
and Pacific Lutheran University. Individual tickets are $2.50, tickets for
Seniors and students over 15 are
$1.50, and children 6 to 15 pay $.75.
Youth groups and school classes pay
$.75 per child with one
leader/teacher free for each 6
youngsters.
In 1804 the Lewis and Clark ex-

pedition opened the doors of the
American west to mountain men,
pioneers, wagon trains, and
cowboys. These white men
penetrated the land of the Sious,
Mandan, Cheyenne, and Crow Indians, and described an abundance
of new animals - bison, prairie dogs,
pronghorn antelope, and more. Indian culture revolved around these
vast resources, and were a magnet
for white settlers. In "Romance of
the West," Allen King traces the
route of the first western migration
from the mouth of the Missouri
River at St. Louis to the mouth of the
Columbia River on the Pacific Coast.
An added feature of the presenta(cont. on page II)
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STEP INSIDE
no doubt in Tacoma: The Java Jive. There

WINTERFEST

with the dank air of monkey's caged,
boasting a sign "don't tease the monkeys too
much" I heard the vibrant and stiring
melodies of Master Maestro Mssr. Bobby
Floyd.
And so as the legend grew, so did the suggestions for a campus premier of Bobby.
Finally, in Moses Lake, Washington, on a
return road trip from Spokane for our Programs chairpeople, the discussion came to a
head. In of all places - A&W on Main Street.
There we sat - recovering from an all night
excursion on the downtown streets of
Spokane. Suddenly a gentleman who was
with us said, "We should bring Bobby Floyd
to the Cellar. "
The magic was incredible - our eyes lit up
and with much physical pressure and persuasion we talked Kawehi, of Cellar fame into

Photo by Jeff Castellino

By Greg Jones

One significant factor that made

Winterfest a successful event was the SnoAt long last, a successful Winterfest took

qualmie Day Lodge becoming a private

place on Sunday, January 16. It was a time

building for UPS students and guests. The
Allies, one of Seattle's best groups, put on a

for great outdoor recreation, dance, and
fireside relaxation. Reasonably good weather
and great organization by the Special Events
Committee provided the festive elements for
a long over due tradition.
The last Winterfest celebration was in
January of 1980. It was a cold and windy
day at Crystal Mountain; the weather conditions were ideal for those who wanted to
celebrate winter at its peak, but for everyone
else a day in the Bahamas or in front of a t.v.

fantastic performance in the lodge. Their progressive rock and New Wave music was very
well received despite their leaving early (a
very questionable move by a band determined
to promote itself well.) Should their generosity improve one hopes that they will return for
another UPS activity.
The second floor bar and lounge provided
the relaxing atmosphere needed after a long
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WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE INVOLVED IN "1 STEP BEYOND"?
We are looking for competent people to
review films, records, lectures, concerts, or
anything else of interest to UPS students. Or
do you have any ideas of what else should be
included in 1 STEP BEYOND? If so please
t ct Susan Schlee at 756 3278.
-

JAll
A new music improvisation course at the
University of Puget Sound will give musicians

the concept. Before we knew it all was set
and Bobby Floyd was booked, signed and

of all ages the opportunity to learn new ap-

confirmed. The Cellar Monday evening
January 10th at 9:30 p.m. announced:
"Ladies and Gentlemen: Please give a warm
UPS welcome to Bobby Floyd all the way
from south Tacoma's Java Jive Restaurant
- Bar &
Grill_ "

styles.
The 12-week course, "Music Improvisation: Classical, Blues, Jazz and Rock, " is offered through the Community Music Department and will be taught every Monday begin-

The crowd was small - the people who
were there were hard core Floyd Fans (later
referred to as F.F. ) and the lights dimmed and

musicians Michael Jaap and Gary Crooks.
Cost for the classes, which run from 6:30 to

then the man himself, Bobby, appeared. He
thanked us and promptly began his artistry at
the piano. One song, two songs, String of

Pearls etc., etc. and then we found out that
he played requests...watch out Bobby. Like
Mt. St. Helens errupting the crowd caught on
fire (so to speak) and the small crowd, F.F. 's
grew to about sixty, all proffering to be converted F.F. 's. We sang laughed and enjoyed

proaches to music through jazz and other

ning January 31 by well-known local jazz

8p.m. each week, is $96.
The course is designed for musicians who
are familiar with basic music theory and want
to develop an individual approach to music.
Class sessions include lectures, listening and
experiential exercises and ear training. Attendance at live performances also is included.
A workshop for ensemble practice will be
held in conjunction with the Improvisation
class. The workshop. which will meet every
other week immediately following the class.

ourselves.

inside Anderson-Langdon would have been
preferable. However, last Sunday's

day. It was the perfect way in which to relax
and socialize away from the campus area.
The Special Events Committee, RE Clen-

Brady Bunch Theme - we all sang to My
some took off their
Three Son's Theme

will provide an opportunity for musicians to
share an exchange of ideas through "jam"
sessions. Cost for the workshop is $48 for

Winterfest celebration at the Snoqualmie
Summit was an overall success. Even those

ton Richardson, and his committee, who also
presented Homecoming '82' at the Seattle

shoes and made like the shoes tapping to the

students enrolled in the class and $96 regular

who would have normally watched the
N.F.L. play-off games decided that

Center House, demonstrated their good planning, thorough execution, and creativity.

Winterfest had more potential than the San 1/4

Reduced lift ticket rates, a private lodge, and

Diego Chargers.
While the N.F.L. teams battled on the

an excellent hand all provided a memorable
Sunday for the 311 students present.
Hopefully, this year's Winterfest will have
created more incentive for future snowy

turf, UPS skiers experienced some great skiing during the afternoon and especially at
night. Snow fell during the day but as night
fell the skies eased up and several hundred
UPS skiers were seen on the slopes doing
their thing. Some prefered the casual approach: traversing with ease and grace.
Others skied straight down the hills with no
thoughts of slowing their pace. Consequently, some marvelous wipe outs were witnessed
from the chairlifts. Most spills received applause and avid fans screamed for more.
Volney Spalding took the costume honors.
For the festive occasion, Mr. Spalding revealed his latest outfit: a long, green trenchcoat
and a cap to match. Only his blond
moustache and half crazed eyes could be seen
as he dashed down the slopes. His attire gave
the University of Puget Sound grand distinction and recognition.

weekends.

-

beat - and, oh yes, The Batman Theme.
Hit, after hit, song after song, all of Bobby's best for his F.F. 's. He also played his
old stand - by Bridge Over the River Kwai and
the Theme from the Monkey's.
But I must say the two highlights of the
evening were The Star Spangled Banner the
entire crowd rose and Mr. Floyd played standing up - only to be outdone by his rendition
of Aquarius which he sang.

FLOYD FANS
By R.E.
Without a doubt, Bobby Floyd is a
unique musician. And he expertly exemplified
this musical talent a week ago, Monday the
10th of January.
If you are wondering who and what the
heck I am referring to I'll start at the beginning...once upon a time, I was a freshman at
UPS and yes, as most freshmen do at least
once, I became "rather polluted" (intoxicated) and was graciously dragged to one of
the hottest spots west of the Mississippi - and

tuition.
Jaap has studied with pianist Shelburne
Zollman and bassist Gary Peacock. His
musical career spans fifteen years. including
performances with B.B. King and Bud Shank.
Crooks, a guitarist with a decade of professional performing experience, has performed
and taught throughout the West and is currently writing a guitar method hook.
To register, call Cindy Fey at x3253.

The evening was great and you really
missed a good event - and last but not least
he played the Pink Panther Theme, and much

Class and workshop enrollment is limited to

to his dismay The Batman Theme again.
Bobby you're good and we want you
back.

non-credit courses offered through the Community Music Department this spring. Begin-

20. Minimum enrollment is 10.
Musical Improvisation is only one of many

ning and intermediate level music theory will
he taught by Dr. Donna Schultz, new to the
Tacoma area from Michigan where she taught
theory and composition at Michigan State
University. The department, which now
serves more than 250 people from age 3 to
retirement age, will once again offer Suzuki
method classes for violin, 'cello and piano.
Instruction is also available in voice, most
band and orchestral instruments, viano. harpcontinued on page 2
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the detail of the grass on a dark cloudy day.

continues from page I.
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Hwang, born in Pusan, Korea, traveled in

January 31, 1983; Washington State
Capitol Campus Public Art walking tour with

Now in its fourth year, the Community

Europe until he took up residence in Paris to

James Haseltine and Del McBridem, leaves

female friend is almost a cliche in terms of

Music Department serves a wide range of

study with master printmaker Stanley William

comedic device, but the story is so cleverly ,/
screwball comedy. The movie could have

sichord, organ, guitar and recorder.

The premise of a male disguised as a
female who falls in love with a beautifu!

students: from toddlers learning to play by

Hayter. There he became fascinated with the

the Legislative Building on the Capitol Campus at 1:30 p.m. and will visit four decades

the Suzuki method, to junior and high school
students polishing performance skills and in-

seldom used mezzotint techniques. He is
credited with reviving the interest in this very

of public art on the Capitol Campus.
February 10, 1983; Film Series. The first

creasing their repertoire, 'to middle aged and

difficult print medium. His work hangs in

film titled "Dudley Carter" public artist and

has become a sure nominee for the Academy

retired persons who are taking up an instru-

most major museums and collections in the
world including the Museum of Modern Art,

wood sculptor, from Bellevue, an award win-

Awards this year. I think the reasons for this

ning documentary about a remarkable 91 year
old sculptor and woodsman. The second film

are obvious: the superb acting and the skillful

the Art Institue of Chicago, the British

of the UPS School of Music, adjunct faculty,

Museum and Uffizi in Italy.

"Percent for Art" is a descriptive film about

the Seattle Symphony and other professional

Yokoi, originally from Japan, also studied
in Paris with Hayter and moved to New York

the nation's public art program by Briggs and
Ramsey. Both films will be shown in the

Michael Dorsey, playing Dorothy Michaels,
into a caricature of a woman. Instead, it is his

City in 1970. Her mezzotints, like Hwang's

Coach House at the State Capitol Museum

controlled and realistic performance that

and 0 'Donohue 's have been included in the
Ljubljana International Print Biennale, the In-

beginning at 7:30 p.m.
February 27, 1983; James Washington,

makes audiences laugh and empathize with
what this man is going through. The realism

ternational Art Fairs at Basel, (Switzerland)

he brings to the role is the key to Hoffman's

ment for the first time.
The 30-member faculty includes members

music groups.
The Community Music Department's spring term begins January 25 and ends May
30, 1983. Students taking private lessons
may enroll at any time during the year.

structured that it becomes great material for a
been written off as simply that, but instead it N , ./

directing combine to make this film great.
Dustin Hoffman does not make the role of

For more information about offerings or to

Dusseldorf (Germany) and British Interna-

Jr. will present a lecture on stone sculpting
and will dedicate the piece recently completed

r egister, call Cindy Fey, program assistant for

tional Print Biennale. Yokoi's still life mez-

and commissioned by the State Capitol

Director Sidney Pollack elicits solid per-

zotints often show fruit, wine, vegetables

Museum. Mr. Washington *as also a partici-

fomances from the rest of the cast. A nice sur-

ART

against dark and mysterious backgrounds.

pant in the Art in Public Places Program. His

prise was how well Bill Murray underplayed

The velvety tones of mezzotint are perfect
foils for the nuances of her technique.

lecture will begin at 1:30 p.m. at the State

ART

the role of Hoffman's roommate Jeff. Murray
fans will find that their idol does not have to

received both a BA and MA from Lehman

the School of Music, at x3253.

Capitol Museum. (tentative)

O'Donohue was born in New York and

KITTERIDGE
Magic Realism, an exhibition of 48 prints

College in New York. His prints are more
complicated, combining antique musical in-

tint, will be on display at the Kittredge

struments, ancient maps and evoking
metaphysical leanings.

Gallery, through February 4.
Although the three artists - Kuy-Baik

The exhibition was organized by the Utah
Museum of Fine Arts and is sponsored by the

Hwang, Tomoe Yokoi and Thomas

Western Association of Museums. Hours for

by three contemporary masters of the mezzo-

o 'Donohue - come from diverse
backgrounds, they share several common
bonds: they are all masters of the rarely used
mezzotint technique; their work has been
selected for inclusion in the premier international print exhibitions; they now all live in
New York City and their art focuses on the
style of art referred to as magic realism.

the exhibition are 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Monday through Friday. There is no admis-

sion fee.

"HOOKED"k4.49food,f
WASHINGTON STATE CAPITOL

FILM

success in this film.

"mug" his way through every scene to be
incredibly funny. Pollack also takes the risk of
losing his objectivity by casting himself as
Hoffman's pessimistic agent, and comes

HE'S NOBODY'S BABY
By Francisco Menendez

through unscathed, successfully creating
believablity and hilarity to their relationship.
I think the film's success as a comedy
transcends to that of a powerful eyeopener to

Dustin Hoffman plays Michael Dorsey a
struggling New York actor in Sidney

all males in the audience. By empathizing
with Hoffman in the beginning, they too feel

Michael's birthday someone toasts: "to

humiliated at the sexist remarks aptly
delivered by Dabney Coleman as the

Michael Dorsey, someone who reminds us

chauvinistic soap opera director. They can

what acting is all about...being

agree with Jessica Lange saying, "being a

unemployed. " Michael is a believer that an
actor has to create his own opportunities, so

woman in the '80's is complicated. "
The film cleverly depicts the need for more

he disguises himself as a woman and audi-

truthfulness and less roleplaying in everyday

tions for an opening in a soap opera. He not
only gets the part, but Dorothy Michaels,

life. The greatest discovery is by Hoffman's
character as he tells the woman he loves, "I

Pollack's comedy Tootsie. On the night of

Magic realism has a number of antecedents
from the Gothic fantasies of Grunewald and

The Washington State Capitol Museum
and the Washington State Arts Commission

Bosch to the surrealism of Max Ernst, Paul

are co-sponsoring an exhibit entitled

Michael's new name as an actress, becomes

am a better man with you as a woman, than I

Klee and Giorgio deChirico. American realist

"Washington's Art in Public Places" which

am with you as a man. I have just got to learn

art of the nineteenth and twentieth century

opened January 15,1983 and continues to

one of the most valuable stars of the show.
And inevitably Michael falls in love with a

-particularly the trompe d'oeil paintings of

February 27, 1983 according to Derek
Valley, director of the State Capitol Museum

beautiful actress who hasn't a clue about

to do it without the skirt." If you normally
don't feel you have time to go to the mall to

Michael's real identity.

see a movie, make time; Tootsie is a must.

Peto and Harnett has also influenced artists
carrying on the magic realist tradition.
The style of art refers to the transformation

and Michael Croman, director of the
Washington State Arts Commission.

of ordinary objects into the realm of the ex-

The exhibit includes 28 examples from the

traordinary by the juxtaposition of commonly

Washington State Arts Commission "Percent

recognized elements in unlikely situations.
The objects are real, precisely delineated, but

for Art" program. Additionally, selected
pieces of Works Progress Administration.

are transformed into magic by their unusual

Comprehensive Employment Training Act

settings.
Hwang, for instance, is a great admirer of
Walt Whitman. Many of his prints show

and other publicly supported acquisition pro-

fields of grass but with such things as enor-

211 West 21st Ave., Olympia, Wa. In conjunction with the exhibit the following programs will be presented:

mous handkerchiefs hovering above the
ground: the black shadow of a man obscuring

grams and donations to public institutions will
be on exhibit at the State Capitol Museum,

THE BAR REVIEW
By David Ryan

PINCHING DRINKS AT THE
LOBSTER SHOP
With fond memories of warm summer
evenings on the deck over the water, I ventured back down Ruston Way to check out
the Lobster Shop from the inside. The bar is
pleasantly dim, and the drinks as well as the
food are tastefully overpriced.The food is well
prepared actually, and the service is quite
good. The pride taken by this establishment
in its wide selection of wine is evident from

LATE NITE HAPPY HOUR
Monday thru Thursday only
10 p.m. to closing
WELL DRINKS 99 4
One Of Our Fabulous Cheeseburgers
With The Works $1.99
10 p.m. to closing
Music and Dancing Mon-Sat 9:30-close
2115 N. 30th

In Old Town

272-4474

the elegantly displayed racks.
While the Lobster Shop is definately an
appropriate place for a formal dinner or drinking encounter, I felt like I could be just as

A NEW PLACE TO PLAY
Last weekend I had the pleasure of my first
introduction to Players and Spectators.
Located on 38th and Union, Players has been
packing the parking lots for about two months
now. The first point of interest is the door, no
cover charge. After helping myself to some of
the intriguing selection of imported beers, I
did some spectating.
Spread out over an acre of floor space are a
miniature golf course, pool tables, dart
boards, a batting cage, ping pong tables, and
over one hundred video games. The crowd is
predominantly under thirty, and very active.
This is not a good bar for an intimate discussion over a beer. In fact, it is more like the

comfortable dressed casually, within reason.
Finding a table is usually no problem,

midway at a state fair. Later this spring, spectators can expect to start seeing live music.
As a player, I found Players and Spectators

although the bar is by no means empty. An

an exciting addition to the Tacoma entertain-

aspect of this place that distinguishes it from
its rivals on the water front is its size. People

ment scene. As a spectator, the excitement is
short lived, and the food is nothing extraor-

tend to sit with plenty of elbow room, talk at
relaxed volumes, and generally don't seem to
he in any hurry.
For a lively evening out, the Lobster Shop
is interesting and elegant, but not particularly
exciting. For a pleasant dining or drinking atmosphere, the Lobster Shop is first rate.

dinary. This establishment has suceeded in attracting and accomodating a young, lively
crowd. Considering Tacoma's weather, it
should be no suprise if people who are looking
for something to do on a Saturday night
besides sit on a bar stool continue to patronize

Players and Spectators.

Prevent
Leaking,

CONCERTS

As the dazed crowd filed out of the
auditorium, no words needed to be spoken.
The indisputable superiority and integrity of
this unlikely bunch from Ohio will leave indelible memories with civilized man for centuries to come.

I

SINGLES

GEORGE CARLIN

DEVO
By Bill Logan

TOP

Combining his unique perception of everyday life with his skills as a visual comic,

It was three days before Christmas by the

Carlin has convulsed audiences as a regular

time Devo's tour finally brought them to

guest host on Johnny Carson's Tonight

Seattle's Paramount. They performed two

Show, and worked recently with Norman

brilliant and moving shows, one earlier in the

Lear, Mery Griffin, Avery Schreiber, Satur-

evening, and one later. Both of them sold

day Night Live, and a Myriad of Dexterous

out, indicative of their growing popularity.

Wits.

The audience was inundated by all ages, most
conspicuously by a large thirteen and under

November of 1981 saw the release of his
first comedy L.P. in years, 'A place for my

crowd, many of whom were accompanied by

stuff...' The reinstated curiosity in the

their parents. Ever since Devo made their

possibilities of recording will surely continue

transition to a more accessible mainstream
sound two or three years ago, they have been

roads instead of revamping other

performing for audiences that, for the most

byways."For the first time in my life I am

part, are uninterested in the chilling messages

able to use all of myself in my act..."

to develop. He is now ready to forge his own

of their material. One gets the impression

Because of all this activity Carlin feels he is

that they are treated like clowns at a circus,
praised because they are "funny." The

just on the threshold of his career, a multi-

Spudboys seem to prefer it this way, at least

of special performances, one of which will be

they are free from "new wave" pidgeonhol-

presented during January coinciding with

ing.
The first portion of their act was devoted
to their new album Oh No, It's Devo! A

Carlin's Northwest appearances.

year contract with H.B.O. resulted in a series

Carlin says he has kicked his drug habit,
quit drinking, ("saved my marriage"), sur-

mammoth screen was erected behind them

vived an auto accident and heart attack.

upon which was projected their renowned

Carlin's friends have confirmed this dramatic

video's, this time newer videos, that were

turnabout.

KUPS FM 90.1 PROGRESSIVE
MEDIA " PAUL RADER

The Jam - The Bitterest Pill
The English Beat - Special Beat Service
The Psychedelic Furs - Forever Now
R.E.M. - Chronic Town (EP)
Rank & File - Sundown
Musical Youth - The Youth of Today
Dexy's Midnight Runners - "Come on Eileen"
(12" single)
Stray Cats - Built For Speed
Duran Duran - RIO
Translator - Heartbeats & Triggers
ABC - Lexicon of love
Romeo Void - Benefactor
Talk Talk - The Party's Over
Berlin - Pleasure Victim (EP)
Heaven 17 - Heaven 17
New Order New Order (EP)
Still Life - "Teenage Fun" (12" single)
The Clash - Combat Rock
Blancmange - "Living on the Ceiling" (12"
single)
X - Under the Bi Black Sun
.

Peter Gabriel - Security
Psychedelic Furs - Forever Now
English Beat - Special Beat Service
Missing Persons - Spring Session M
The Jam - The Bitterest Pill (EP)
Dire Straits - Love Over Gold
Devo - On No! It's Devo
The Clash - Combat Rock
Adam Ant - Friend or Foe
Stray Cats - Built For Speed
Joe Jackson - Night and Day
Pat Benatar - Get Nervous
Tom Petty - Long After Dark
The Who - It's Hard
Phil Collins - Hello, I Must Be Going!
Men At Work - Business as Usual
Wall of Voodoo - Call of the West
Yaz - Upstairs at Eric's
Hall and Oates - H2O
Lena Lovich - No Man's Land

made for this tour. At the Arena on their last

Joining George Carlin in the Northwest

tour, the audience was treated to a handful of
video action before Devo took the stage. But
this recent tour created an even more unique
sensory blitz. Their stage show was

will be Leon Redbone. He has been known to
take pictures of an audience, or shine a
flashlight around a concert hall, while growl-

character fails to develop much beyond the

pordia ogue, ut definitely lac ing in
trayal.
Linda Hartzell turned in the best perforance as Catherine's long time friend, editor

ing, mumbling, scatting, and crooning his
way through old blues and ragtime tunes, an-

boyish, slightly awkward person one first
see. When, due to troubles in his relation-

and chief fan. Her candor and humor add an
interesting tension, for they are at odds with

cient tin pan alley ditties, and corny love
ballads. All the while his stylishly played

ship with Catherine and having been fired

the unease in herself and the other characters.

from his job, Mong suddenly begins kicking

Despite TAG 's usual problems with
staging--it's just an awkward theater--this is
a creditable performance; one whose flaws

Choreographed to compliment the twisted imagery on the big screen. And twisted it was
Time Out for Fun, the first song on their
new album, was the opening number that
-

Mong, as the conventional Wall Street
lover entranced by Catherine's poetic existence is initially engaging. However, his

guitar is a sure pleasure. Redbone's often

the chairs around in his variation on

night. They were portrayed as spuds, slowly

looked upon as a musical eccentric, (which to

coming at us through distant space, gradually
sprouting heads. The next half hour was an

a certain extent he is). "A frequent question I
hear is, 'Why do you do it?' think about it,

Catherine's madness, it is a bit of a shock as
has not adeouatelv built the inner tension
shhis
i character is teding. It 's there in the

astounding display of dramatic film and

the answer is pretty obvious, I mean, why

music. Multi-layered synthesizer jogs and
heart-stopping rhythms had the audience jerk-

should anyone do anything?"

ing back and forth as best they could in the
constrained reserve seating in the Paramount.

In concert: January 28th at 8:00pm.

If the audience had wanted to sit down at all
during the show it might have justified this

RECORDS
"The Bitterest Pill"

The Paramount NW

By Kathy McDonald

Tickets available through all B.A.S.S. loca-

arrangement, but as it was, anybody under
five feet tall really didn't stand a chance of

tions and PNW box office for $12.50 and

seeing much. The ushers didn't help matters
at all. They seemed to have trouble showing

THEATRE

$10.00. Ticket information: 282-1880.

people to their seats after the lights went out,
and anybody who was not where they were

TRY TAG!

supposed to be was berated.Next time I hope
Devo decides to go back to the general admission format.

By Jeri Hurd

HEAVEN 17
THE JAM
"Heavenly"
By Susan Schlee
Penthouse and Pavement by Heaven 17 is
one of my albums of the year. It was released
in early 1981, also with the first three tracks
of side one all being released as singles that

during which the members of Devo turned
towards the sides of the stage and walked off.

toms" of the viewer of the latest production
of the Tacoma Actors Guild, Standing On
Written by John Olive and
My Knees.

year. The group consists of Ian Craig-Marsh
and Martin Ware, who broke away from the

Then the film showed them walk back and
face the audience, and slowly, against an

directed by Claudia Weill, the play is a slightly different look at mental illness and creativi-

Human League after the Travelogue album,
bottom keyboards, and Glenn Gregory on
vocals, previously unknown. The final

orange background, evolve into spuds, and
then disappear into potatoland. The audience
was dumbfounded.

ty.

member John Wilson plays guitar and bass

synthesizer ditty was tagged onto the end,

Catherine (Lori Larsen), the main
character, has recently been released from the

guitar, and really is very good. The best
tracks on this album are Penthouse and Pavement, Let's all Make a Bomb and We Don't

hospital, having had therapy for
schizophrenia. The play studies her interactions with three other characters, Alice (Linda

Need this Facist Groove Thing.

guitarist Bob Mothersbaugh was in peak
form. His atonal, viscious guitar extravagan-

Hartzell), her friend and editor (Catherine is a

musical style; good and bizarre musical dance

poet), JOanne (Laura Drake) her therapist

beats on the whole. If you already have this

zas during this number brings tears to the
eyes of Devo fans. Planet Earth, Gates of

and Robert (David Mong), her lover.
Larsen's portrayal of Catherine is sen-

hot album, keep an eye open for their new
album which is due out in February this year

Steel, Jocko Homo and other classics were
rendered with staggering enthusiasm and
characteristic elan.

sitively done, showing her intense desire to

in England, and afterwards in the States.

return to writing, despite her fears that

Good luck to them, I hope they take America
as much bZ storm as the2, did in England.

Then the second half of the show began.
As on the last tour, the band soared to
cataclysmic heights on Smart Patrol. Lead

writinil, worsens her madness.

England's favorite pop bands, they have remained relatively unknown in the U.S. Van:ouver 's concert in June was the last time the

Symptoms? Rapt interest, bursts of

good thing we all search for. An elongated

Although the Jam is currently one of

people of the Northwest could have witness-

laughter and a slight feeling of awe. It's virtually guaranteed you'll have all the "symp-

The first portion of the show concluded
with That's Good, a snappy song about that

appear only after you've thought about the
(cont. on page 4)

In fact the
whole album is innovative, with a clear new

ed a live performance by this dynamic trio.
With the release of the latest E.P., The Bitterst Pill, the band announced their decision
to break up.
The new E.P. seems to be an extension of
the last album, The Gift, which displayed a
strong soul influence. The five songs include
an upbeat version of the blues classic Fever
and a version of the funk hit

War which

highlights their recently added horn section.
The Great Depression is a catchy tune with
downbeat rhythms and thought provoking
lyrics, however, it never dares to go beyond
the previous album.
The Bitterest Pill is the best song on the
E.P. Emotional vocals and touching lyrics
blend with Paul Weller's guitar to produce
this beautifully sad song about a lover deceived.
Besides the title song, this E.P. is an
unambitious undertaking for the Jam and offers nothing different from the last album.
Since the Jam is no longer making records ,
The Bitterest Pill will be a bitter pill for Jam,ans to swallow.
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every item's a hit.
Friday 21

CONCERTI UPS Wind
Ensemblell3pm/Kilworth
BASKETBALL/UPS Women vs.
Oregon
Eastern
Statel7:30pm/Fieldhouse
CAMPUS FILM/Hero at
Large/6,8 and 10/Mc006

Tuesday 25

STEP INSIDE
FILM/Public
Enemy/7:00pm/Mc006
BASKETBALL/UPS Men vs.
Western
Baptist17:30pm/Fieldhouse

Monday 24

Sunday 23

Saturday 22
BASKETBALL/ UPS Women vs.
University
of
Portland/5:15pm/Fieldhouse
BASKETBALL/UPS Men vs.
Eastern
Montanal7:30pm/Fieldhouse
CAMPUS FILM/Hero at
Large/6,8 and 101Mc006

Wednesday 26
FILM
CAMPUS
FESTIVAL/Katherine Hepburn
A
Dream
of
Passion17pm/Mc006
The
Workplace
Hustle/1:30pm/Mc009
Ground
Zero
at
Bangor19:00pm/Mc010

NATIONAL MARIONETTE THEATRE

TOP RATING!
CULTURAL EVENTS/National
Marionette Theatre/7:30pmIlnside Theatre
CAMPUS FILM/Hero at
Large/6 and 8/Mc006

SHOWCASE/
Rural
Delivery/12-1pm/Snack Bar
DANCE/Rural Delivery/9:30 12pm/Cellar

Friday 28

Thursday 27

FILM/Borom Surret: Chronicle
of a Summerl7pm/Mc006
MUSICAL COMEDY/Tony

Rural Delivery will be an experience you
will not want to miss. They are a well-known
Washington country and Western band, with
a lot •.-4- style. Apart from playing classics like

ART/Magic Realism Exhibit/1 Oam to 4pm/KitteridgelSee page 2
CONCERT/George Carlin and
Leon Redbone18:00pmIThe
Paramount/See page 3
MUSICAL COMEDY/Tony
Lumpkinalpm/Jacobsen

_Showcase

R....1ers in Sky, they play a lot of their own
The National Marionette Theatre, a one-

and original material. They will be playing in

man puppet extravaganza produced by

the Snack Bar for Showcase from 12 to I pm

veteran puppeteer David Syrotiak, is coming

on Monday January 24th and for a rocking

to the University of Puget Sound on January

dance in the Cellar from 9:30pm to 12 midnight. Both events are free, so be sure to at-

23.
The 7:30 performance, at UPS's Inside

tend.

RURAL DELIVERY

Theatre features exquisitely carved marionettes in a production that has charmed audiences
throughout the United States and abroad.
Syrotiak, a master puppeteer, will perform
a series of vignettes, among them the comic
"Dance Recital," the whimsical "In the
Park, " the hilarious "The Skater" and the
bittersweet "Remembrances of an Old
Woman. " With more than 25 years of experience in the field, he has won numerous
awards, including a Citation of Excellence
from the Union International de la
Marionette.
Admission is $2.50 for UPS students and
senior citizens and $3.50 for the general
public. Tickets are available from UPS or at
the door. For more information, call x3366.

SEATTLE OPERA
Seattle Opera greets the new year with
Rossini's mirthful and inventive The Barber

not help believing 11 Barbiere di Siviglia, for
abundance of ideas, for comic verve, and for
truth of declamation, the most beautiful opera
buffa in existence. "

The Barber of
Seville range from $6.00 to $31.25 and are

three operas: The Barber of Seville, The Girl
of the Golden West and Peter Grimes. For

. .
........
that of madness and creativity: is madness inherent in creativity, or is creativity the

available at the Seattle Opera Single Ticket
Office, 1st floor of the Center House, Seattle

more information and ticket arrangements,

ultimate in sanity? While never answering

with the exception of the Sunday matinee at

2:00 pm on January 23.

Center. Telephone orders may be charged on

please call 447-3299, 10:00 am to 4:00
pm, Monday through Friday.
Single and subscription tickets are available

the questions raised, Standing on my Knees
poses the problems, leaving it to the viewer

of Seville January 20, 22, 26, and 29 in
Italian, and January 23 and 28 in English.
Curtain time for all performances is 8:00 pm

Gioacchino Rossini's fresh and timeless
images exemplify today, as they did in his
time. how opera buffa can encompass the entire gamut of human responses, from the
grotesque to the brilliant. In 1898 he remarked, not immodestly, '' ...I confess that I can-

Single ticket prices for

VISA or Mastercharge by dialing 447-4711,
10:00 am through 4:00 pm, Monday to Friday.
Until January

at all usual Opera outlets.

to come to his/her own decision.
The play continues until January 29. For
more information call the TAG Box Office at

7,

1983,

Short Season
Subscriptions are available. Prices start from a

low $16.00 to $80.00 for the remaining

(cont. from page 3)
play for a couple days. It prevents some
thought provoking thems, chief of which is

272-2145.
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Norton Clapp Feted at
Celebration Surprise
The regular meeting of the Board
of Trustees of the College of Puget
Sound was held February 21, 1933 at
nine o'clock, in C.H. Jones Hall on
the campus in Tacoma, Washington.
Chairman E.L. Blaine presided.
Roll call showed seventeen trustees
present - more than a quorum.
Trustees Wolfe, Brooks, Lister, McCormick, Newbegin, Whitacre,
Clapp and Cramer qualified by taking the oath as trustees.
These minutes, from a 1933 Board
of Trustees meeting at the then College of Puget Sound, mark the beginning of Norton Clapp's 50 years of
service to the University of Puget
Sound.
The University's Board of Trustees
hosted a surprise celebration commemorating Mr. Clapp's golden anniversary with UPS on Thursday,
January 20 at Kilworth Chapel. A
champagne reception followed in
the Jones Hall Foyer.
Chairman of the UPS Board of
Trustees since 1967, Mr. Clapp has
been instrumental in developing the
University into one of the leading
private institutions in the Northwest.

GEtONEOF My
PRESS PEOPLE IN Ka!

Highlights of Mr. Clapp's leadership
efforts include the establishment of
the UPS Law School in 1973 and
completion of the novel downtown
Law Center which bears his name in
1980.
Mr. Clapp also is credited for including student members on trustee
committees - especially crucial during the era of campus unrest,
spearheading the drive to improve
academic quality, boosting fundraising efforts and preserving the
University's status as a small institution where students, faculty and
staff can know and work with one
another as individuals.
The well-known industrialist was
educated at Occidental College and
the University of Chicago Law
School. He practiced law in Tacoma
before joining Weyerhaeuser in
1938, where he rose to chairman of
the board until his retirement in
1976,
The nationally noted executive
also served as president of the Boy
Scouts of America National Council
and in 1973 received the
Humanitarian Award from the Na-

Photo by Jeff Castellino

Norton Clapp celebrates 50th anniversary as UPS Trustee
tional Conference on Christians and
Jews.
Mr. Clapp also received the second Distinguished Service Award
for Outstanding Service in College
and University Trusteeship from the
Association of Governing Boards of
Universities and Colleges in 1981.
"A leader leads and a great leader

DuilaiFeature 5y fuliar(e-

I'M VIEWING AIM-Mi.= TALK
OUT MERE ABOUT nkks ADMINISTRATION
BEING IN Mate WEI-I-I 41°41.
IT STOPPED PAD STOPPLD NCK

Death Row prisoner, caucasion
male, age 35, desires correspondence with either male or
female college students. Wants to
form some kind of friendly type relationship and more or less just exchange past experiences and ideas.
Will answer all letters and exchange
pictures. If interested write to Jim
Jeffers, Box B-38604, Florence,
Arizona, 85232.

Students who desire to apply for
the Fall, 1983 Occupational or
Physical Therapy programs should
pick up their application materials
immediately in the Admissions Off ice, Jones 112. Application
materials should be postmarked no
later than February 15, 1983, or
hand-delivered by the same date.
For answers to any questions, call

T
304...iftN4tr*.
Itiv:0(1-42temtap
00%3 INN

Wildlife Film
tion is Mr. King's authentic mountain man costume that he wears.
From coon skin cap to fringed jacket
to moccasined feet, King presents a
living example of what men were
like during this time. He explains the
purpose and function of each item
of clothing.

Anette in Admissions at x3211.

GRADUATING MUST SELL
King is a biologist currently involved in graduate work with sandhill cranes. He views film as an important educational tool, has lectured extensively, and is an avid
photographer. Michigan State
University has awarded him its Conservation Education Award.

Take Note
The University of Puget
Sound/Tacoma Civic Chorus will
begin open rehearsals Tuesday,
January 25 for its upcoming spring
production.
Attendance at the first rehearsal,
at 7:15 in Room 10 of the Music
Building, is mandatory. Persons who
cannot attend the first rehearsal but
wish to join the chorus must contact
conductor Paul Schultz at x3253 to
remain eligible.
For more information, call x3253

TELL 1NEM EVER/MING IS Una COMM!
TEli.NEM THIS ADMINISTRATION IS
HUMMING MANG LIKE A \gal:OILED
MOW NELLNEM I AM IN a rot

(cont. from page 6)

succeeds," Gov. John Spellman
commented upon learning of Mr.
Clapp's 1981 award. "Norton's successes are all the sweeter because he
has achieved his vision for the
University of Puget Sound, not
through coercion but through gentility."

Sears Best Portable Dishwasher $85
Couch $70
Table $30
Dresser $60
King Size Waterbed frame with pedestal $85
5-way audio analyst wood cabinet speakers $130
Technics 35 watt per channel receiver $150
Technics SL-1600 direct drive turntable $150

call 759 7607
-

■■••••■■•■■■■■■,..W.w.

PROTECT OUR ENVIRONMENT

1111131M

DIAL 1800RECYCLE
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ALUMNI ASSOCIATION PLANS CHINA TRIP
The People's Republic of China
loosened its tourism policies only
four years ago. In the years since,
this previously forbidden country
has ushered in a flood of visitors
-one million people are expected to
visit China next year.
The University of Puget Sound
Alumni Association is making plans
to join the throng of China tourists
next year through a three-week trip.
The journey, scheduled for May
25 - June 13, is open to UPS alumni
and the general public. Reservations
for the trip, which is limited to 35
people, will be made on a first-come
first served basis.
Participants will be accompanied
by Dr. Suzanne Barnett, a noted
China expert who directs the UPS
Asian Studies program, and UPS
President and Mrs. Philip Phibbs.
The itinerary includes visits to
more traditional Chinese landmarks
-the 4,000 mile long Great Wall of
China, the majestic terra cotta warriors of Xian, and the Mao Tse Tung
Memorial Hall, where Mao's body

lies in a crystal sarcophagus.
Tour members also will be treated
to some of the lesser known, but no
less stunning, sites
After a short stop-over in Japan,
travelers will arrive in Beijing
(formerly Peking) for a three-day
stay that includes visits to the
250-acre Imperial Palace,
Tienanmen - the Gate of Heavenly
Peace, the Mao Tse Tung Memorial
Hall and the Temple of Heaven, a
masterpiece of 15th century architecture. The Great Wall and the
Ming Tombs are also on the Beijing
agenda.
From Beijing, tour members will
travel by overnight train to Loyang,
once the capital of China and now a
bustling industrial and agricultural
city. The following day, travelers
will tour the Longmen Caves. The
more than 1,300 caves contain about
100,000 images and statues of Buddha, as well as 2,100 grottoes and
niches, several pagodas and
countless inscriptions carved during
the fifth, sixth and seventh centuries.

Xian, the next stop on the trip, also
will be reached by train. Thousands
of life-size terra cotta warriors,
unearthed only in the 1970's, will be
viewed. The clay figures were constructed to guard the tomb of Qin
Shi Huang Di, who reigned from
221-210 BC. Tour members also will
see two additional archeological
sites, Banpo Village, a Neolithic site
of the Yangshao culture, and the Li
Shimin Tomb, which has been
restored as an underground
museum.
Travelers fly to Shanghai, perhaps
the most Westernized of China cities
and the center of trade and industry.
The itinerary includes stops at the
Shanghai Museum of Art and History
and the Jade Buddha Temple.
China's extensive rail system will
once again carry tour members
when they travel to Hangzhou to
visit its lush West Lake vicinity.
There travelers will be able to take
in the placid lake, beautiful gardens,
temples and lakeside teahouses of
the region.

Gulin is next on the itinerary.
Visitors will depart from their plane
to the landscape of China that has
become stereotyped in Western
culture - wide boulevards lined with
cinnamon trees, crags and rivers.
Tour members then fly to
Guangzhou, long known as Canton.
This 3,000-year-old city is home to
Martyrs Memorial Park and provide
access to Shamain Island, which was
once controlled by Britain and
France.
A two-day stay in Hong Kong
rounds out the tour, complete with a
private cruise on the Wan Fu on the
Hong Kong harbor.
The University of Puget Sound
Alumni Relations Office is sponsoring several preparatory seminars for
tour members in the spring. Travel
Associates of Denver, Colorado, is
handling travel arrangements. For
more information, call Travel
Associates president Tom Keesling
at 303-759-8666 or the UPS Alumni
Relations office at x3245.
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Check out how the other half lives!
Spring rush begins February 7. Sign
up in the SUB or A-Frame F and experience college life at its best!
Sigma Alpha Epsilon conducted a
food drive for three days in
December and led the district in collections.
Beta Theta Pi will be painting parking lines in the church parking lot for
the second year in a row.
Phi Delta Theta will be sponsoring a
campus-wide blood drive on Tuesday, January 25. The Pierce County
blood banks are extremely low and
your support will be greatly appreciated.
Sigma Nu will be constucting a new
playground for Mary Bridge
Children's Hospital. Planned for early March, it will take the whole
fraternity a full eight hour day.
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Auditions Solicited
The Performance Circle announces auditions for three productions: The School for Scandal, by
Richard Brindley Sheridan, to be
directed by Seattleite, Mark Sheppard: requires 10 men and 6 women;
The Children's Hour, by Lillian
Hellman, co-directed by W.
Lawrence Welles and George S.
McGilliard: requires 5 women, 2 men
and 5 or 6 young girls; Play It Again,
Sam, by Woody Allen, to be directed
by David Domkoski: requires 8
women and 3 men.
Auditions will be on Saturday,
January 29th from 11:00am to
5:00pm and on Sunday, January 30th
from 3:00 to 7:00pm at the Performance Circle Theatre, Burton Park.
Gig Harbor.
Prepare a resume and a 2 to 3
minute comedic monologue. Appointments are to be made by calling 851-9229.
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LOGGER SPORTS
Logs Leave Alaska Half-Baked: Split Conference Openers
By Trail Sources
After a two point, overtime loss at
Alaska-Anchorage, Puget Sound's
Loggers evened their Great Northwest Conference record at 1-1 with
an 86-65 drubbing of the Nanooks at
Alaska-Fairbanks.
"We went to Alaska to win two
ballgames, but we had to win at
least one," remarked Logger Head
Coach Don Zech. "After the overtime loss at Anchorage, the team
knew Fairbanks was a must win. We
played good defense against Fairbanks, and we shot the ball well, too
(59 percent)."
UPS had a 36-24 lead at the half,
then shot a warm 62 percent from
the field in the second half for the
commanding win. The Loggers netted a perfect eight of eight three
point attemps compared to the northen hots's five of fifteen.
Jerry William's, Kevin Todd, and
Darin Gearhart notched double digit
points for UPS with 21, 17, and 12
respectively. William's total points
in the last three games reached 63
while Todd's count for the Alaska
trip moved to 37. Gearhart's 12 game
from four of four from three point
range. Norman Brown led all rebounders in the contest with 9.
Fairbank's point leaders included
6'4" junior Dantie Miller with 20,
junior Bob Averill with 14, and
senior Sam Green with 13. Green
also grabbed 8 rebounds for the
Nanooks.
With the season half complete,
UPS shows a 7-10 record. Statistics
do not reflect that record, but locations do. Twelve games thus far have
been on the road. Of the remaining
13 contests, 9 are at home where the
Loggers have yet to lose this season.
UPS, after using the three point rule
for three games has made 17 of 24

attempts overall and 13 of 16 in conference play.
Junior Jerry Williams has now
made 31 straight foul shots.
Williams boasts 39 of 41 in the past
ten contests and approaches Division II ranking with a 90.4 percent
season average.

The UPS cagers opened their
Great Northwest Conference season
by dropping a 78-76 decision to the
Seawolves of Alaska-Anchorage in
overtime. The Loggers rallied back
from a 13 point deficit to send the
game into OT, but missed a tip-in
with three seconds to go that would
have put the contest into a second
overtime.
The Seawolves started quickly
and jumped to an early 12 point
lead. The situation could have been
worse if not for forward Kevin
Todd's 15 first-half points. The Loggers pulled to within three at one
point but Anchorage jumped out
again and held a 38-29 halftime lead.
In the second half UPS improved
on their 31 percent first period
shooting and brought the contest to
a 67-67 tie with 2:12 left to play.
Then Coach Zech called a time-out
and the Loggers proceeded to play a
control offence and go for the last
shot but failed to get it off when UPS
turned the ball over, sending the
game into OT.
In the extra period the Seawolves
lead by as many as five but the Loggers pulled withing two with 12
seconds left on a three pointer by
Kevin Todd. UPS pressure kept Anchorage from getting the ball inbounds and they were forced to call
two timeouts. When they finally got
the ball in, an intentional foul was
(cont. on page 15)
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Norman Brown Drives for 2 against EWU, Logs prevail 70-64
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flat Patrol Bites the Big One
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Sports Cont..
Aquamen Dunk Ducks
By Trail Sources
Winterim is upon us; for most of
us that means parties and some
relaxation (as well as studying of
course), but for the Logger Men's
swim team it means hard work and
many meets. The Loggers increase
their meterage in workouts during
this time to the high point of the
season. During fall, team members
average between 8 and 10,000
meters a day, but during Winterim
that average is upped to 10-14,000 a
day.
Along with this increase in
meterage, the Loggers up their competition schedule. On January 5th,
the Loggers met the University of
Alaska at Anchorage and defeated
them handily.
The next big meet for the Logs was
on Friday last, in which they met
Chico State. The Loggers lost the
meet 66-29 but the score did not
really reflect the closeness of the
meet. Many events were very close
and the result of several upsets. That
meet saw some of the best competition in Division II. The first ranked
50 freestyler in the nation, Tom Har-

vil - CSUC, took on the second ranked 50 freestlyer, Tom Roth - UPS, on
Friday. Other big races included
Number 1 ranked Rob Powers - UPS
loosing the 200 breast stroke race to
Number 2 ranked Brian Spangler
-CSUC.
The Loggers rebounded from that
devastating defeat on Friday to overtake the University of Oregon
Ducks, a Pac 10 Division I school,
57-54. Coach Don Duncan called it,
"The kind of meet you like to win."
UPS has defeated the Ducks for the
third straight year.
The Loggers also competed as a
team in the Tacoma Swim Club
Senior meet on Sunday at Wallace
Pool.
The next two meets which the Loggers will compete in will be with
cross-town rivals Pacific Lutheran on
Friday at 7:00 p.m. and Saturday
against another Division I school,
the University of Idaho, at 1:00 p.m.
The Loggers will then travel to
Canada on the 28th and 29th to swim
the University of British Columbia
and Simon Frasier.

Overlake Sponsors Runners' Clinic
In cooperation with the Emerald
City Marathon (March 27), Overlake
Hospital in Bellevue will present a
Clinic for Marathon runners on
Saturday, February 5 at the hospital
from 12:00 pm to 4:30 pm. Registration forms are available from local
Athlete's Foot stores, and at the
hospital. A $10 registration fee will
be charged.
Dr. Ken Foreman, noted athletic
trainer and race coordinator for the
Emerald City Marathon, will be the
featured speaker. He will preview
the race course, giving details and
statistics about uphill and downhill
distances, obstacles and running surfaces. Dr. Foreman is well-known to
runners as the director of the Sports
Medicine Clinic located in Ballard,
and for his work with Olympic
medal-winning women's track
teams. Other speakers include: Dr.
Ralph Potkin, an internal medicine

INTRAMURAL HOOP ROUNDUP
Standings as of Jan. 19

Men's Basketball
League
Emulak
T&G Palace
Jomama
Straight Shots
Bad Bandits
Rat Patrol
White Punks
Bud Life
SWAT
League
Born To Run
Bye Budill
Captain's Brigade
Club 405
Criminal Kind
Erk Squad
Law Dogs
Hopeless Hoop
Kappa Sigs
Men At Work
Mostly White
Out of League
Parry's Law
Poop Shooters
Purple Shoes
Screaming Ants
So What
T.F. Hoopers
Unit G 4
Bar Association

4
3
2
2
2
2
1
0
0

0
1
1
1
1
2
3
3
3

4 1
2 1
3 0
2 1
2 1
0 2*
2 2
1 3
1 1*
3 1
0 3
0 3
3 1
2 2
2 0
1 3
2 1
3 0
4 0
0 4

*Denotes forfeit
Playoff hopefuls must have three
regular season victories; season ends
Sunday.

League
1260Ib. Club
Agents Orange
Bat Attack
Bee Bee 2
Bent Cranks
Blazing Potatoes
Bull Elks
Down Shifters
Fat City
Fear of Loathing
Harbor Heights
NFC 3
Pathetic Incompetents
Pounders
Rainiers
Spoogers
Stray Dogs
Talking Feet
Tem's
Tram Embo
Tort Feasors

4 1
0 4
2 1
1 2
0 1*
3 1
2 0
4 0
2 1
0 4*
2 1
3 0*
3
2 1
2 3
3 1
3 2
2 1
1 4
3 0

Women
First Year Law
Diaph Deltas
Jetsons
KK Gamma
Pi Phi
Rehabs
Special Children
Steel Curtain

2
0
1
2
2
1 2*
2
2 1

Coed
Genetic Defects
Family Affair
Hot Shots
Inner Problems
xcbt
Dudes

0 2*
3 0
3 0
2
1 3
2 1

0
3
2
2

specialist on the Overlake Hospital
staff, Dr. William Waarnekros, a
podiatrist and marathon runner, and
Dr. Ronald Drivosha, a Bellevue
podiatrist.
Dr. Ralph Potkin will speak on the
special nutritional needs of
marathon runners, including carbohydrate loading, nutrition during
training and pre- and post-race nutrition.
Dr. Warnekos' lecture will focus
on training and the care and prevention of injuries, based on first-hand
experience as a marathon runner
and on experience as a physician.
Proper footwear and orthotics for
the marathon runner will be the
topic of Dr. Krivosha's talk, and will
include samples of running shoes
and orthotic devices.
For more information on the
Marathon Runners Clinic at
Overlake Hospital, please call
454-4011.
Bloaty powers to the hoop in IM action

RIVER GUIDE TRAINING PROGRAM
White Water Rafting
Trainees must be physically fit and
have the ability to get along with people and be willing to learn all aspects
of white water rafting. A training fee
will be required. For additional information, call the TRIPLE 'R' at
537-5135

SPRING BASKETBALL is just around
the corner...Don't let the deadline
catch you short-handed. Get that entry form in today. ENTRY
DEADLINE: Wednesday, February
9th. Entry will not be accepted
unless a $10 forfeit deposit is attatched - no exceptions!
MANDATORY MANAGER'S
MEETING: Thurs. Feb. 10 at 6:00pm.
FH2
If you are interested in Officiating
Basketball during Spring please attend the OFFICIALS MEETING to be
held on Thurs. Feb. 10 at 5:00pm.

Photo by Jeff Castellino

Enter now in the intramural tennis
tournament. (Singles only
Men/Women divisions.) Tennis Tournament begins: Wednesday, Feb.
16th.
Interested in Indoor Soccer???? Entry
deadline: Monday, Feb. 14th.
Manager's Meeting will be held on
Feb. 16th. Time to be determined at
a later date.

(cont from page 13)

Breakfast For Champions
A Weekly Sports Opinion Column
By Sheldon Spencer

Let us usher in the New Year
belatedly, bearing bushelfuls of
overripe fruit for thought and
vegetating humus to ponder as we
cross the threshold.
Due to circumstance beyond our
control, the Green Bay Packers will
not participate in professional football's circus maximus, the Super
Bowl (17th Edition), as previously
forecast in this space. The Pack was
done in by those dirty dudes from
Dallas in a contest that should have
belonged to Green Bay had not fate
intervened. For instance, the Packers
pulled a trick play from the back
pages of the playbook, a lateral pass
from quarterback to a flanker in motion, whose objective then was to
find one of his fleet teammates
streaking alone downfield, just
waiting to snuggle the ensuing pass.
That was the design, anyway. What
happened was that the design was
scrapped in the face of a devastating
Dallas pass rush, and the first
receiver was dumped before releasing the ball to his designated target.
The play netted a loss of some three.
yards and stifled the Green Bay
drive.
None of this would be noteworthy
except for the fact that Dallas pulled
virtually the same play off to near
perfection. Wide receiver Drew
Pearson's bomb to Tony Hill could
not have been executed any beter,
and the resulting gain sealed a
Cowboy 37-26 triumph. No Packer
triumph means no Packer league
championship, and another BFC
forecast bites the dust.
Undaunted, we hereby forsee a
Washington Redskin scalping of the
despised Cowboys this weekend, to
be accompanied by the New York
Jets skewering of the hated Miami
Dolphins. The Jets-Redskins tug-ofwar in Pasadena for all of the marble
s the following Sunday should be an
entertaining one, an unbefitting conclusion for this, the worst of all
seasons. The New Yorkers should
win that one, 27-21, on a Richard
Todd to Mickey Schuler pass in the
final minutes.
Then again, maybe not.

One of the funniest aspects of the
Seattle Supersonics recent losing
streak is the exchange between
Sonics Coach Lenny Wilkens and the
media, particularly the dialogue he
shares with radio broadcaster Bob
Blackburn. Here's a typical exchange during their always insightful
conversations following a Sonic loss:
Blackburn: Lenny, what's the problem? The team just isn't playing as
well as it had in the past, we don't
seem to be scoring like we used to,
and we don't win as many ball
games. What's wrong?
Wilkens: Well, Bob, I think it's
basically that we're not scoring

more points than our opponents,
we're not playing as well as I would
like and we're not winning games.
Blackburn: Do you think confidence
is a factor, Lenny? Is the team just
not sure about itself? Do you think
the players go into the game with
the right attitude?
Wilkens: Well, Bob, you're right, I do
think confidence is a factor. Some of
the guys just are not sure about
themselves, and though we try to instill a winning attitude in all of our
guys, some of the guys don't have all
of the confidence they should.
Blackburn: Lenny, will there be any
changes made in the next few
games?
Wilkens: Oh, definitely, Bob, there
will be some changes made.
Blackburn: Thanks, Lenny.
Wilkens: Anytime, Bob.
Okay, so they're not the Two
Stooges. Still, the banter these two
characters have exchanged 82 times
a year for more than half a decade
merits a laugh. Of all topics the Bob
and Len Show can cover in their
alloted five minutes, the one they
carefully avoid nearly every instance is the basic one: coaching, or
the lack thereof. Yet one can avoid
the inevitable only for so long, so in
order to soften the blow when the
announcement arrives in April, the
BFC forecasts Lenny Wilken's forced
resignation as coach and/or general
manager of the Seattle Supersonics.
The event should come on the heels
of the Sonics' disappointing fourth
place finish in the Pacific Division of
the National Basketball Association,
only five or six light years behind
those despised but admittedly
awesome Los Angeles Lakers.
What's more, the Sonics will pronounce old pro Fred Brown to be
Wilken's replacement, a move which
Sonic faithful will initially rue, but
will eventually love.
Really, it's not as funny as it
sounds.

Winterim affords most of us
enough free time to waste watching
reruns of week-old sports telecasts
and the like. We suggest that you
abandon that worthless pastime and
instead take in a Logger contest or
two. The men's basketball team
plays five home games during the
duration of the period which leads
to Spring semester, and could really
use a boost of support from the student populace. Attendance at the
five previous contests has been
paltry, especially compared to the
halycon days of just three years
past. The Logger's women cage
squad, and both swimming contingents are equally deserving of
your support, so get out of the easy
chair and make a date to take in a
swim meet or cage contest. Don't
forget to turn off the set.
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Logs Split in Alaska
called on UPS giving the Seawolt
player two shots. He converted on
and the Loggers came back on offence down by three. Norman Brown
missed a shot with three seconds left
but was fouled and converted the
first of his freethrows. Down by two,
Brown intentionally missed his second gift toss and Logger Rally
Wallace tipped the ball up and on
the rim but it came off and the Log-

gers went down 78-76 .
The Loggers, after a late Thursday
night affair with Eastern
Washington, tangles with visiting
Eastern Montana Saturday night in
the Fieldhouse at 7:30 p.m. Western
Baptist will venture into the
Fieldhouse the following Tuesday in
the third game of the homestand.

Lady Loggers Rolling
Home Sweet Home seems to be
the place for the women's varsity
basketball team. The Lady Loggers
have a district record of 5-1 and an
overall record of 5-5.
The season started out strong.
They beat Trinity Western 57-48 and
Pacific Lutheran University 69-49.
With two wins under their belts, the
Lady Loggers took off for Alaska to
play both University of Anchorage
and Fairbanks. The winning streak
came to an abrupt end. The Logger
women got 'iced' by both universities, losing 3 of the 4 tournament
games played. "We just weren't
prepared for the physical game executed by both Alaska teams," said
Coach Leyse.
The Loggers returned home, winn-

ing 2 out of 3 games played. Leaving
home, the women were off to Chico
State to compete in the Chico Tournament. Minus their starting guard,
Linda Zech, and points, they lost all
three tournament games. After the
Chico loss, the team reevaluated
their goals and are working harder.
"We're on the verge of really starting to click. Things are beginning to
happen during practice and we're at
a turning point." With stand out
players such as junior Caron Zech,
who averages 16.8 points a game
and 9 rebounds, Annette Foley, a
sophomore who averages 12 points
per game and 10 rebounds, senior
Donna Balmer, contributing an
average of 8 points per game and the
rest of the team working together,
things will begin to happen

3 EASY STEPS TO LANDING A
SUMMER JOB - 1983
Several million students, teachers /professors and seasonal workers will
flood the summer job market May through June; some will land a job
without much effort; others will work despXrately but always come up
empty. While there is no scientific approach to landing a summer job, there
are basics that can give the job seeker a competive advantage.
3 EASY STEPS TO LANDING A SUMMER JOB is a complete guide which tells
where the jobs are and how to land them. It provides names and address of
thousands of employers who usually have summer jobs. It provides
information about summer jobs with the Federal Government and
Temporary Help Services; and state and private employment services. The
guide also provides information on traditional and non-traditional
summer jobs; summer jobs abroad and summer self-employment.
For quicker referencing, much of the information is listed state-bystate.

The guide is easy to follow and understand and it provides a
comprehensive view of the summer employment process. There are
sections on preparing the resume, writing the cover letter, and
Interviewing and testing. There is very valuable information every job
seeker should know before looking for a summer job.
3 EASY STEPS TO LANDING A SUMMER JOB is offered for only $6.00 (55.25
plus .75C for postage and handling), but it could save you hundreds of
dollars, and time spent unnecessarily In attempts to land a job.
For your copy, complete the attached order form and return it , along
with your remittance, to:
TIPS
1 Water Street
Haverhill, Mass. 01830

ORDER PORN,
Please send me

copy(ies) of 3 EASY STEPS TO LANDING A SUMMER
check
money

JOB -1983 at $6.00. Enclosed is S

order

Cash

Name
Address
city

7111
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The Combat Zone is intended as a satirical work and has, as such been
set off from the rest of the newspaper. Any resemblance to any person,place or thing Is purely coincidental.

COMBAT ZONE

(ZONE ADVISING SECTION

Advise You Two
Order your cassette tapes from the Combat Zone today. You will
receive a 90 minute tape of expert advice from people who really
know their manure. How much would you expect to pay for such a
valuable addition to your education for a life time? But wait, before
you answer, you also get a free coupon to access the Betas files before
one test. Now how much would you pay? But wait, you will also
receive an invitation to the next fire side chat with Phil Phibbs. He will
feed you a delightful dinner, talk to you about important issues, and
give you a humorous house tour. How's that for an effective executive? You pay only $29.95. Save C.O.D. charges by sending a check
to:
The C.Z. Tapes
c/o The Trail
U.P.S. S.U.B.

Meet Greg Jones

He really means:

When Greg Jones says:
I hate dealing with campus mail.

They keep looking at my copies of
G.Q. before I get to.

We cleaned up the house this
weekend.

R.E. and I rearranged all of the pictures of ourselves in the olympian
club.

Some people just do not look right
with a moustache.
Bitching!

If I grew one, nobody would know
until mid-term next semester.
No @*&?*!!

What do you usually drink in this
house.

Run me a gin and tonic I.V., ringer
lactated, stat!

It is just an awesome day, can you
believe this weather.

I was starting to get bored with my
sweaters, besides,my alligators needed to get out and breathe.

Maybe I should get a hair cut.

My perm is due for it's 15,000 mile
tuneup.

I was thinking about doing an act
for open mike.

8) It's time once again for wearing a
blue blazer and lip-synching "You're
in love with me."
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A Guide to Dorm Life, this tape is a
I must for all on campus students, you

Rocks for Jocks, by Norman Anderson is a quick guide to the most
painless way for boneheads to fulfill
a natural science core.

" will learn where to get University;
keys copied, how to break down the!
pizza prices into $/square inch, and I
I standard methods for training your I
Recipes to Jazz Up Your Soft Drinks I R.A.
by Rev. James Jones is a graphic
description of some gimmics
Secrets of Dick's Deli, Dr. Grim guaranteed to do something for the
I wood, nutrition specialist, will
life of your party.
4 disclose well guarded trade secrets'
I like how to paint fried kangaroo '
burgers to look like a grilled steak.
50 Ways to Please Your Lover, by Dr.
Richard Heartley is a must for all coeds. Dr. Heartley is famous for his
The Greg & R. E. Thesaurus, will teach
clever anticdotes.
you how to casually drop adjectives
like "Bitchin"', "Pumped",
f
."Awesome," "Righteous," and many
Cristopher's Concepts, Chis Caron
discloses how you can abridge I more. People will think you have
—

I.

I Roberts rules to make a parliamen- I never had reason to leave your
I tary procedure fit your plan. favorite suburb.
UN

A SCOUT IS...

TRUSTWORTHY

NIWA House, The Real Story
Our investigation turned up several
interesting facts. Phil Phibbs took a
brief time out from his pac man
game to comment that he believed
Norton Clapp was completely suprised by his reception in Kilworth last
Thursday. We also found out from
other faculty sources inside NIWA
that Politics and Government professors make better partiers. Jim
Davis, known around the club as JD,
is said to be preparing to do a Crest
commercial with his son. And Dr.
Norman Anderson is preparing for
publication of his new textbook entitled "Rocks for Jocks."
NIWA house has been a well kept
secret for years, and we thought you
ought to know what you are missing.

Behind the Student Union
Building is a curious little house with
the insignia "NIWA" by the door.
Faculty, administrators, and various
privileged guests have been observed frequenting this NIWA house on a
regular basis. We at the Combat
Zone felt compelled to investigate.
Disguised as a beer man, our investigator was amazed to find out
that the ordinary house serving lunches catered by the Antique Sandwich Company was just a front.
Complete with a sauna, bowling
alley, and cocktail lounge, the
NIWA house is renowned among an
exclusive circle of privileged people
as the place to see fine entertainment. Last week NIWA featured
Sammy Hagar and Dead Kennedies.

